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VAX BEST AVAILABLE OPTION:
EXPERTS ON OMICRON CONCERN
Team Absolute|New Delhi

T

he newly detected Covid
variant from South Africa
this week -- omicron -might affect those severely
who have not yet taken
their Covid-19 shot, health experts
said on Sunday.
According to experts, getting vaccinated looks like the best available
option at present and it can be a
game-changer in fighting against the
new variant of Covid.
"So far, it appears that those who
are not vaccinated are at very high
risk of getting affected by the severe
disease," Ravi Shekhar Jha,
Additional Director Pulmonology,
Fortis Escorts Hospital, Faridabad,
told IANS.
"Therefore, vaccination is the best
available option at present which
can be a game-changer," Jha added.
The experts said that we need to
understand that the pandemic is not
yet over and therefore we should not
lower our guards and restart taking
full precautions as before including

social distancing.
"The new variant of Covid
Omicron has several mutations from
previous Covid-19 strains," said
Animesh Arya, Senior Consultant in
Respiratory Medicine, Sri Balaji
Action Medical Institute, New Delhi.
"People need to understand that
Covid appropriate behaviour and
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vaccination are the only ways to stay
safe from this variant," Arya added.
The new variant identified in
South Africa has left the scientific
community worried, as they fear
that this new strain could fuel outbreaks in several countries and cripple health systems once again.
Meanwhile, Indian health experts

mentioned that it is premature to say
if we are about to face the third
wave. However, the kind of carelessness that India has seen in the last
few months, if the omicron enters
the country, it may have a detrimental effect."Do not lower our guards
and restart taking full precautions as
before including social distancing,"
Arya said.
The South African health officials
said the new variant has many more
mutations than scientists expected,
especially after a severe wave, which
was driven by the Delta variant.
Many of the mutations are of concern for immune evasion and transmissibility. It carries a high number
of mutations in its spike protein,
which plays a key role in the virus'
entry into cells in the human body.
The World Health Organisation
(WHO) has said it will take a few
weeks to understand the impact of
the new variant.
Several countries have also placed
a complete ban on travel from South
Africa in the wake of the discovery of
a new variant of the omicron.
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Govt calls all party meet ahead of
Winter session, AAP walks out
Team Absolute|New Delhi

A

day before the start of
the Parliament's Winter
session, the government on Sunday convened
an all-party meeting but the
Aam Aadmi Party (AAP)
staged a walkout, saying the
government is not ready to
listen.After the meeting,
Parliamentary Affairs
Minister, Pralhad Joshi said
that the government is ready
for discussions with permission of the respective houses'
chair.
"The government is ready
for discussions permitted by
the Chairman of Rajya Sabha
and the Speaker of Lok Sabha
without disruptions," he said.
Sources said that opposition parties raised issues of
Pegasus snooping row, price
rise, unemployment, and
extended jurisdiction of the
Border Security Force (BSF)
in some states.
They also demanded a law
guaranteeing minimum support price (MSP).
As many as 42 leaders
from 31 parties participated

in the meeting convened
ahead of Winter session,
which will go on till
December 23.
Defence Minister and
Deputy Leader of BJP in Lok
Sabha, Rajnath Singh,
Commerce Minister and
leader of BJP in Rajya Sabha,
Piyush Goyal and Joshi represented the ruling party.
Congress leaders
Mallikarjun Kharge, Adhir
Ranjan Chowdhury and
Anand Sharma, the
Trinamool Congress's Derek
O' Brien, NCP chief Sharad
Pawar and DMK's T.R. Baalu

and T Siva also attended the
all party meeting.
While Kharge said that
they were expecting that the
Prime Minister will attend
the meeting, Joshi said that
there was no tradition of the
Prime Minister attending the
all party meeting and it was
started by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi.
AAP leader Sanjay Singh
staged a walk out from the
all-party meeting saying he
was not allowed to speak,
and that he wanted to raise
the farmers' demand for a
law on MSP.

COVID: CENTRE TO REVIEW SOPS UP TET 2021 question paper Govt wants healthy discussion
ON TESTING OF INT'L ARRIVALS leaked, exam cancelled in Parliament: Rajnath Singh
T
D
Team Absolute|New Delhi

he Central Government will
review the Standard
Operating Procedures on testing and surveillance of the incoming international passengers, especially from the countries placed on
'at risk' category, the Home Ministry
said on Sunday.
A day after Prime Minister
Narendra Modi reviewed the situation following the emergence of the
new Covid variant -- Omicron,
Union Home Secretary Ajay Kumar
Bhalla on Sunday chaired an urgent
meeting on similar issues.The overall global situation amid the detection of the Omicron variant was
reviewed comprehensively in the
meeting and various preventive
measures in place and to be further
strengthened were discussed, a
statement said.
The Genomic surveillance for
variants will be further strengthened and intensified.
Besides, the airport health offi-

cials and port health officials will be
sensitized for strict supervision of
testing protocol at airports and
ports, the Home Ministry said statement noted.The decision on the
effective date of resumption of
scheduled commercial international passengers services will be
reviewed according to the evolving
global scenario, the statement said,
adding "a closer watch on emerging
pandemic situation within the
country will be maintained".The
Omicron variant was first reported
to the World Health Organization
(WHO) from South Africa on
November 24, 2021. The epidemiological situation in South Africa has
been characterized by three distinct
peaks in reported cases, the latest of
which was predominantly the Delta
variant. The first known confirmed
B.1.1.529 infection was from a specimen collected on November 9The
WHO said that this variant has a
large number of mutations, some of
which are concerning.

Lucknow: The Uttar Pradesh Teacher Eligibility Test
(UPTET) 2021 exam has been cancelled following
paper leak.
The exam was scheduled to be held at 10 a.m. on
Sunday.
According to reports, the paper went viral on several WhatsApp groups in Mathura, Ghaziabad, and
Bulandshahr just before the exam began.
Uttar Pradesh Additional Director General of
Police (ADG), Law and Order, Prashant Kumar said,
"UPTET 2021 examination scheduled to be held
today stands cancelled due to alleged paper leak."
He said that dozens of suspects have been
detained by STF in the paper leak case and the
investigation is on.
The Uttar Pradesh Basic Education Board
(UPBEB) will conduct the UPTET exam again after
one month. The UPBEB has further notified that
candidates will not have to pay any fees again for
the exam. The exact date of the UPTET exam will be
notified in due course of time.
Meanwhile, the state government has also asked
students to travel back to their home free on state
roadways buses by just showing their admit cards.
The Special Task Force (STF) of the Uttar Pradesh
Police has already launched an investigation into
the matter.

Team Absolute|New Delhi

efence Minister Rajnath Singh on
Sunday at a meeting between
the government and the floor
leaders of political parties ahead of the
Winter Session, said the government
wants healthy discussion in Parliament.
In his opening address, Union
Minister for Parliamentary Affairs,
Pralhad Joshi talked about the upcoming session of the Parliament commencing on Monday.
Joshi said: "The government is always
ready to discuss on the floor of the
House any issue as permitted under
Rules of Procedure."
He also requested all parties to extend
co-operation for the smooth functioning
of the House.
Addressing the meeting, after listening to the leaders of all parties attending,
Defence Minister Singh pointed out that
the discussion had been very healthy
and that important issues had been
flagged.

Hope vax proves effective against KEJRIWAL WRITES TO PM
Omicron variant: ICMR scientist TO STOP FLIGHTS IN VIEW
OF NEW COVID VARIANT

Team Absolute|New Delhi

T

he head of Epidemiology
and Infectious Diseases
division of the Indian
Council of Medical Research
(ICMR), Dr. Samiran Panda on Sunday
expressed hope that the Covid vaccine may
prove effective against the new Omicron variant of the lethal virus."We are hopeful that
India's vaccine will prove effective against the
new variant, but it will take time to be sure
about how much it will provide protection
against the new variant," Dr. Panda told IANS.
Asked about the challenges the new variant
poses to India, the ICMR scientist said "it
poses equal challenges across the globe but
we need to take extra precautions in view of
this variant".He said that scientists have so far
observed the structural changes. "But more
studies are required to confirm that the variant is deadlier than the other variants of
Covid."He added that it would require more
time to examine whether the variant is getting

transmitted 'really fast' or causing clusters of infection.At the
same time, he emphasised that
those who have not taken the
second dose of the vaccine
should take the jab, and follow
the Covid appropriate behaviour.
The World Health Organization (WHO) has
classified the new Covid variant detected in
South Africa this week as the 'Variant of
Concern' -- VOC, following the Technical
Advisory Group meetings.
"Based on the evidence presented indicative of a detrimental change in Covid-19 epidemiology, the TAG-VE has advised WHO
that this variant should be designated as a
Variant of Concern and the WHO has designated B.1.1.529 as a VOC, named Omicron,"
the global health body said.
The WHO said that this variant has a large
number of mutations, some of which are concerning. Preliminary evidence suggests an
increased risk of re-infection with this variant,
compared to other VOCs.

New Delhi: Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal on Sunday
wrote to Prime Minister Narendra Modi over the new Covid
variant detected in South Africa.In the letter to PM Modi,
Kejriwal urged to stop flights from the region where these new
variants have been detected, from immediate effect.
"Our country has fought a tough fight against Corona for the
last one-and-a-half year. We should do everything possible to
prevent the new variant of concern from entering India,"
Arvind Kejriwal said in the letter.In view of the new Covid-19
variant, a number of countries, including the European Union,
have suspended travel to the affected region, he said.
"We should do everything possible to prevent the new variant of concern, recently recognised by WHO, from entering
India. A number of countries, including the European Union
(EU), have suspended travel to the affected regions. I urge you
to stop flights from these regions with immediate effect. Any
delay in this regard may prove harmful if any affected person
enters India," he said in the letter.
The World Health Organization has classified the new Covid
variant detected in South Africa this week as the 'Variant of
Concern' following the Technical Advisory Group meeting on
Friday.

18 KILLED IN BENGAL ROAD ACCIDENT; SHAH, GUV CONDOLE DEATHS
Team Absolute|Kolkata

n a major accident, at least 18
people were killed and several
others injured on a state highway
at Haskhali in West Bengal's Nadia
district on Sunday.
According to the police, the incident happened around 3 a.m. when
an overcrowded matador carrying a
dead body lost control and hit a
stone-chip loaded truck standing by
the side of the road.
"The matador with a dead-body
carrying at least 30 passengers was

I

going towards Nabadwip when it
lost control and hit the truck standing by the side of the road. So far we
came to know that the body was
coming from Bagda in North 24
Parganas district and was going to
the crematorium," a senior police
officer said.
"According to initial reports, 11
persons died on the spot and nine
others were rushed to the district
hospital at Shaktinagar where
another seven persons succumbed
to the injury. Two people were
transferred to NRS Medical College

and Hospital in Kolkata, their condition is reported to be critical," the
officer added.The local people
rushed to the spot and informed the
police. Police came and sent the
injured to the hospital. "We have
started an investigation but are not
sure whether the driver of the matador is alive or not," the officer
added.Union Home Minister Amit
Shah and Governor Jagdeep
Dhankhar condoled the deaths.
Shah took to his Twitter and said,
"The road accident that took place
in Nadia district of West Bengal is

very sad. My condolences to the
people who lost their lives in this
accident. God help them in this difficult situation. I wish the injured a
speedy recovery."
Governor Jagdeep Dhankhar said
in his tweet, "Deeply pained at
reported death of 18 people and 5
others injured in Nadia District after
the vehicle they were travelling in
collided with a truck parked on the
side of road. Expect all efforts
@MamataOfficial to the family of
deceased and injured. Need to promote Road Safety."

He noted that the parties had
expressed the need for more discussion
in Parliament with regard to which, he
said that the government also wants
healthy discussion in Parliament.
Joshi informed the floor leaders of all
political parties that the session will provide a total of 19 sittings spread over a
period of 25 days.
"During the ensuing winter session

tentatively 37 items, which Includes 36
Bills and 1 financial item have been
identified for being taken up during the
winter session," Joshi said.
Three Bills replacing ordinances
namely -- the Narcotic Drugs and
Psychotropic Substances (Amendment)
Ordinance 2021, the Central Vigilance
Commission (Amendment) Ordinance
2021, and the Delhi Special Police
Establishment (Amendment)
Ordinance, 2021 promulgated during
the inter-session period are required to
be enacted as Acts of Parliament within
a period of six weeks from the reassembly of Parliament.Rajnath Singh,
Commerce Minister Piyush Goyal and
Joshi participated in the meeting.
Ministers of state of parliamentary
affairs Arjun Ram Meghwal and AV.
Muraleedharan also attended the meeting.Thirty parties besides the BJP,
including Congress, DMK, Trinamool
Congress, YSRCP, JD(U), BJD, BSP, TRS,
Shiv Sena, NCP, Samajwadi Party and
others were present in the meeting.

Startups are turning point of India's
growth story: PM in Mann Ki Baat
Team Absolute|New Delhi

P

rime Minister Narendra Modi in his
monthly episode of Mann ki Baat on
Sunday emphasised the importance of
startups and said the youth who were once
job seekers, have now become job givers as
"startups have become turning point of
India's growth story."
He said that the country is leading in the
startup sector as 70 companies have
achieved "unicorn" status in India. "This is
the turning point of India's growth story,
where people are now not only dreaming of
becoming job seekers but also becoming
job creators. This will further strengthen
India's stature on the global stage."
He said till the year 2015, there used to be
hardly nine or ten Unicorns in the country
but now India is flying high even in the
world of Unicorns.
"It is true, this is the era of startups, and it
is also true that in the world of startups,
India is leading today. Startups are getting
record investment year after year. This sector is progressing very fast," he said, adding
that three aspects matter a lot -- Ideas and
Innovation, Spirit of taking risks and Can
Do Spirit. When these three things come
together, phenomenal results are produced,
miracles happen.
The Prime Minister also spoke to beneficiaries of Ayushman Bharat and wondered
at how things are changing at fast pace as
the government makes plans, spends the
budget, completes the projects on time,
people feel that it is working.
Amidst the many schemes of development, things related to human sensitivities
always give a different kind of joy.

When one of the beneficiary Rajesh
Prajapati said, he wants Modi to remain in
power, he said that "please don't pray for
power, I want to be in service of the nation
as Sevak".
PM Modi also emphasised on clean climate and referred to a picture of the north
east. "I have been watching on social media
the picture of a flying boat in Meghalaya
that is going viral. This picture catches our
attention at the very first sight itself. Most of
you must have certainly seen it online.
Friends, nature poses a threat to us only
when we disturb her balance or destroy her
sanctity. Nature nurtures us like a mother
and fills our world with vivid colours too."
He said, "There is a city in Western
Australia - Perth, where there is an art
gallery called Sacred India Gallery. This has
been set up in the beautiful region of Swan
Valley and it is the result of the efforts of a
resident of Australia, Jagat Tarini Dasi ji who
has made a Vrindavan there."
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BJP CLEAN SWEEPS TRIPURA CIVIC POLLS; People of Tripura prefer politics
of good governance: Modi
TRINAMOOL EMERGES STRONG
Team Absolute|New Delhi

AGARTALA | Agencies

he ruling Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP) on Sunday secured
a clean sweep while the
Trinamool Congress emerged as a
strong political force in the Tripura
civic elections for which polling was
held on November 25.
Amid allegations of pre-poll violence by the opposition parties, the
ruling BJP had earlier won 112 (34
per cent) seats uncontested in seven
urban local bodies in Jirania, Ranir
Bazar, Mohanpur, Bishalgarh in
western Tripura, Santir Bazar and
Udaipur in southern Tripura and
Kamalpur in northern Tripura.
Elections were held on Thursday
in the 51-member Agartala
Municipal Corporation (AMC) and
171 seats in seven Municipal
Councils and six Nagar Panchayats.
The BJP candidates won in all the
51 seats in the AMC and 165 seats in
the seven Municipal Councils and
six Nagar Panchayats.
According to State Election
Commission officials, the main
opposition party CPI-M won three
seats in three municipal bodies in
Kailashahar, Ambassa and Panisagar
while the Trinamool Congress won

T

one seat in Ambassa Municipal
council.The Trinamool Congress
secured over 20 per cent votes and
second position in 27 of the 51 seats
in the politically important AMC
which has put up a big challenge to
both the ruling BJP and the key
opposition CPI-M led Left parties.
However, the Left parties and the
TMC did not put up candidates in
all the 334 seats in the civic elections
to the AMC and 19 other urban local
bodies - Municipal Councils and
Nagar Panchayats -- alleging

unprecedented political violence,
attacks and intimidations.
TMC's National General Secretary
Abhishek Banerjee in a series of
tweets described the party's performance in the Tripura civic poll as
their big success ahead of the 2023
assembly elections in the BJP-ruled
Tripura.
He tweeted: "This is despite the
fact that we commenced our activities barely 3 months ago and BJP in
Tripura left no stone unturned to
butcher democracy in Tripura.

Congratulations to all the brave soldiers of AITC in Tripura for their
exemplary courage."
"It is exceptional for a party
beginning with negligible presence
to successfully contest municipal
elections and emerge as the principal opposition in the state with
more than 20 per cent vote share,"
he said in another tweet.
The BJP on the other hand
claimed that despite conspiracies,
the party secured a landslides victory in the civic polls.
Chief Minister Biplab Kumar Deb
tweeted : "Referendum of Tripura
Urban Local Body Elections
declared today (Sunday) shows the
faith of people of Tripura in the
developmental policies of Hon'ble
PM Shri Narendra Modi Ji. It also
shows their belief in his motto of
Sabka Sath, Sabka Vikas, Sabka
Vishwas."
"I am thankful to all the people of
Tripura and Dev Tulya karyakartas
of Tripura BJP for their affection and
support. I consider your votes to BJP
Tripura as blessings and these blessings motivate us to work harder for
the development of all 37 Lakh people of the state," Deb said in another
tweet.

R

eferring to the BJP's
stunning performance
in Tripura civic elections for which polling was
held on November 25, Prime
Minister Narendra Modi on
Sunday said the people of the
state gave a clear message
that they prefer politics of
good governance.
In a series of tweets, Modi
said: "The people of Tripura
have given a clear message that they prefer politics of
good governance. I would
like to thank them for the
unequivocal support to
@BJP4Tripura. These blessings give us greater strength
to work for the welfare of
each and every person in
Tripura."
The Prime Minister said
that under the leadership of
Tripura Chief Minister Biplab
Deb, the state government
has been at the forefront of
many initiatives, which the
people have duly blessed.
"I would like to applaud
the @BJP4Tripura
Karyakartas who worked tirelessly on the ground and
served people. Under the
leadership of Shri Biplab Deb

Ji, the State Government has
been at the forefront of many
initiatives, which the people
have duly blessed," Modi
said.
Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) chief JP Nadda also
congratulated party workers,
chief minister and party state
unit president Manik Saha
for thumping victory.
"BJP's victory in Tripura
local body polls is the victory
of nationalist forces and
developmental thinking. The
people of the state have put
their stamp on the politics of
development by rejecting the
disruptive forces, those doing
politics of violence and con-

troversy and those who insult
Tripura," Nadda tweeted.
"Prime Minister Modi has
not only united the
Northeast, but has started a
new era of development by
establishing peace, freeing it
from extremism, violence
and day-to-day blockades.
Congratulations to the people of the state again for their
faith in the BJP and their continuous blessings," he said.
In a tweet, BJP national
general secretary (organization) BL Santhosh said:
"People of Tripura are showing the @AITCofficial the
rightful place... The
Dustbin..."

Rains continue to lash Tamil Do rigorous surveillance of passengers:
Nadu, NDRF on alert
Centre to states on new variant
H
T
CHENNAI | Agencies

eavy rains continued
to lash several parts of
Tamil Nadu, including
Chennai and adjoining districts, on Sunday, leading to
waterlogging and inundation
in many parts of the state.
Several areas in Chennai
like Pammal, T Nagar, Ashok
Nagar witnessed heavy rains
till 1 p.m. while other areas
had moderate rains.
Water levels in ponds and
lakes in the city have also
raised to the optimum level
and people are expecting that
this would lead to increase
recharging of groundwater
levels.Vellore,
Tiruvannamalai, Ranipet,
and Tirupattur are on high
alert following heavy rains
and most of the water bodies
in these districts are reaching
their full capacity.

Team Absolute|New Delhi

In Tiruvannamalai, most of
the 1886 water bodies including the 600 PWD maintained
irrigation tanks in the district
are nearing full capacity. A
complete ban on crossing the
Palar river, check dams, and
low-level bridges have been
imposed in Vellore, Ranipet,
and Tirupattur districts of the
state. Talking to IANS, state
Revenue and Disaster
Management Minister,
KKSSR Ramachandran said:

"The department is monitoring the situation and we have
kept the National Disaster
Response Force (NDRF) in
stand by for any immediate
exigencies. Situation is under
control and Revenue
Department and the Disaster
Management Department is
properly monitoring the situation in coordination with
Fire and Rescue, Health, and
Police Departments."

he Centre on Sunday wrote to the states and
UTs over the possible threat of new Covid
variant B.1.1.529 which has been designated
as the 'Variant of Concern' (VOC) by the World
Health Organisation. The Centre has urged states
and UTs to do rigorous surveillance of international passengers.
"ln view of the possible threat that this VoC can
pose to the nation, it is imperative that the intensive containment, active surveillance, increased
coverage of vaccination and Covid Appropriate
Behaviour must be enforced in the field in a very
proactive manner to effectively manage this VoC",
said the letter to the states and UTs.It is essential
that the disease surveillance network in the country is geared up for rigorous follow up of all international travelers from all countries especially
countries designated as "at risk".The letter said,
there is already a reporting mechanism for obtaining past travel details of passengers coming
through international flights.
"This should be reviewed at your level and the
protocol provided by this Ministry should be strict-

ly ensured including testing on disembarkation of
international travelers coming from 'At Risk' countries and sending all positive samples for genome
sequencing to INSACOG Labs in a prompt manner."
The Centre has also asked the states and UTs to
enhance the Covid testing and strict monitoring of
the hotspots.
"ln all such hotspots saturation testing and
sending of positive samples quickly for genome
sequencing to designated INSACOG Labs must be
ensured in collaboration with Department of
Biotechnology (DBT), Govt of lndia and National

INTERSTATE GANG OF AUTO THIEVES BUSTED IN DELHI, 10 HIGH-END VEHICLES RECOVERED
Team Absolute|New Delhi

A

gang of auto thieves has been
busted by the Delhi Police
and 8 stolen high-end cars
and two motorcyles recovered from
the Delhi-NCR area and elsewhere,
an official said on Sunday.
According to the official, information was received on November 20
that three auto thieves, identified as
Siraj, Guddu and Yamin, who commit vehicle thefts in the area of
Delhi-NCR, would come to commit
a crime.
A police team was constituted
which laid a trap and apprehended
all the three accused coming in a
stolen Honda City car. They were
arrested and four more stolen luxury cars (Honda Accord/Hyundai
Creta) were recovered at their
instance. During police custody,
two more cars and 2 high-end bikes
which were used for recce were also
recovered, the police said.

Siraj was taken to Bengaluru from
where one more stolen Maruti
Baleno Car was recovered at his
instance.
In 2020, gang leader Siraj deliberately purchased a total loss car,
bearing number DL4CNC

3251(Honda Accord) through OLX
and sold this car to a junk dealer so
that he could use its number plate
and registration papers for committing crime. Thereafter, he stole
another Honda Accord Car from the
area of Punjabi Bagh, tampered

with its engine number and chassis
number and put the number plate
of the car which was earlier purchased by him through OLX.
During interrogation of the
accused persons, it was also found
that the kingpin of the gang is
Gulam Nabi, a resident of Sambhal,
UP, to whom the accused persons
used to supply the stolen cars.
The mastermind provided them a
tab (used for cloning the keys), keys
of different sizes and other lockbreaking tools and also imparted
know-how for cloning the keys of
the car.
"All the three accused have been
arrested and further probe is on,"
the police added.
The vehicles recovered were: one
Honda City, three Hyundai Creta,
one Honda Accord, one Maruti
Baleno, one Maruti Eeco, and one
Hyundai Santro, two motorcycles,
18 remote keys of the cars, one tab
and other car breaking instruments.

Centre for Disease Control (NCDC). States should
keep a close check on the emerging trend of cases
and the positivity rate in an area and quickly delineate hotspots for effective containment of Covid19", said the letter.
The states should aim at achieving positivity rate
below 5 per cent while focusing on increasing the
number of tests and share of RT-PCR tests to aid in
early identification.
The Centre has also asked the states for regular
press briefing for promoting Covid appropriate
Behaviour and vaccination.
"INSACOG has been established to monitor the
circulating variants in the country. It is important
at this juncture that states must significantly
increase sampling from the general population for
genome sequencing by sending these samples to
INSACOG Lab network as per the policy", said the
letter.
With emphasis on ensuring augmentation of
health infrastructure, the Centre has said state, UTs
to adhere to the overarching 'Test-Track-Treat
Vaccinate and Covid Appropriate Behaviour' principle to ensure stringent implementation of containment measures as per the guidelines.

Gangster Act, NSA against
those guilty of paper leak: Yogi
LUCKNOW | Agencies

U

P Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath on
Sunday announced that the Gangster
Act and the NSA would be invoked
against those involved in the UP TET-2021
paper-leak.
"Those who are involved in this misdeed
must know that a case is being registered
against them under Gangster Act and their
property will be confiscated along with imposition of National Security Act," the Chief
Minister said while addressing a public gathering in Deoria.
Sending across a note of warning to all
those who tend to vitiate the transparent
recruitment process, he asserted: "If someone
is trying to play with the life of youth, then he
should be aware of the consequences. Be it a
job or any test, utmost transparency must be
maintained."
Adityanath also assured that the exam will

be conducted again in a transparent manner
within a month. No extra fee will be taken
from any examinee and the government will
arrange for their free movement through
UPSRTC buses. After leakage of the question
paper, the state government has cancelled the
Uttar Pradesh Teacher Eligibility Test (UPTET)
2021 exam and announced to conduct it in a
month. The government has made it clear
that the examinees will not have to fill any
form and submit application fees again.

Only fully vaccinated devotees Parliament's winter session likely to be stormy
at Magh Mela 2022
Team Absolute|New Delhi

PRAYAGRAJ | Agencies

T

A

midst reports of resurgence of Covid cases,
the Yogi Adityanath
government in Uttar Pradesh
has decided that only fully
vaccinated devotees would
be allowed to attend the
annual Magh Mela in January
2022.
SDM Prayagraj Mela
Authority, Sant Kumar
Srivastava, said: "In the meeting, the Chief Minister has
made it very clear that only
those devotees, who have
taken both the doses of coronavirus vaccine would be
allowed to enter the Magh
Mela area. Besides, we have
been told to follow all the
protocols that were followed
last year and not to take
things lightly." "In case any
devotee has taken the first
dose of the vaccine, the second dose would be administered in the Mela area itself,"

he winter session of Parliament,
which is likely to commence
from Monday (November 29) to
December 23, is set to witness uproar
over a wide range of issues, including
withdrawal of farm laws, Assembly
polls in five states, 'revelations' of
Congress leader Manish Tewari's
book, among others.
The opposition is formulating a
strategy to corner the ruling BJP over
farmers' issues, national security,
economy, while the BJP is all set to
counter the attacks.
The Opposition will gherao the
government over China's "intrusion"
into the country and situation in
Jammu and Kashmir while the Union
government will attack the leadership
of the grand old party over the "confession" in Tewari's book regarding
26/11 Mumbai terror attacks.
Training guns on the Congress, BJP
national president J.P. Nadda said the
saffron party had been saying all
along that the stance of the then
Manomohan Singh government on
the 2008 Mumbai terror attacks

said the official.
RT-PCR and rapid antigen
test would be conducted in
all the sectors of the Magh
Mela on a random basis, he
added. The Mela Authority
was also told to limit the
expansion of the Mela area
by taking all possible precautions given that the pandemic is not over yet.
Every Kalpvasi would be
requested to minimise the
number of visitors in their
camps. Authorities have been

instructed that no one without a face mask should be
allowed in the Mela area.
District Magistrate,
Prayagraj, Sanjay Kumar
Khatri has also given a
detailed presentation regarding Magh Mela 2022.
According to sources, the
district administration had
prepared a proposal requiring funds worth around Rs 67
crore. However, the state government has sanctioned
around Rs 59 crore so far.

showed the UPA's weakness due to
which the country had to face all that,
but now Tewari has also accepted the
same in his book.
The BJP will try to put the Congress
in dock by comparing UPA's restraint
after 2008 Mumbai terror attacks with
surgical strikes during the Modi government.
The Congress will target the Modi
government over Rafale deal, while
the BJP will counterattack with
French media Medipart's report and
question the grand old party's leadership on who took the Rs 65 crore

commission for 36 Rafale jets during
2007 to 2012.
On farm issues, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi had already made it
clear that the government had
brought the three farm laws for the
welfare of 80 per cent small farmers,
but the government was unable to
make few of them understand the
legislations.On the first day of the
Monsoon session, Union Agriculture
Minister Narendra Singh Tomar will
move the Farm Laws Repeal Bill, 2021
in the Lok Sabha. The government
wants this Bill to get passed the same

day after discussion.
The Opposition will try to corner
the government over rising prices of
petrol and diesel, and "poor" management of Covid-19 pandemic, the
BJP will revert with historic vaccination coverage in the country. The BJP
will also slam the opposition for
politicising the pandemic and national issues. The Opposition will attack
the government with the Pegasus
snooping row, while the BJP will try to
send a message to public by highlighting what senior Congress leader
Salman Khurshid has written in his
book about Hindu and Hindutva.
West Bengal Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee, who is trying to
widen Trinamool's footprint in the
country and establish the party as an
option to the Congress in the national
politics, will attack the government
over the Tripura violence, while the
BJP will flag up the issue of "killings"
of the saffron party activists after the
West Bengal Assembly polls.
The Union government is likely to
introduce 26 Bills in the winter session and hold discussion on three
other Bills.
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madhya pradesh
PM Modi remembers contribution of tribal community

CM LISTENS PM IN MANN
KI BAAT PROGRAMME

Team Absolute |Bhopal

C

hief Minister Shivraj Singh
Chouhan listened to the views of
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
in 'Mann Ki Baat' programme broadcast through various media today. In
his address, PM Modi mentioned
Madhya Pradesh, its residents and his
recent visit to Madhya Pradesh, during
the programme.
The Prime Minister Narendra Modi
said that the tribal community has an
important contribution in the freedom
movement. Recently Janjatiya Gourav
Saptah has been celebrated in the
country. It is worth mentioning that
Modi had participated in Janjatiya
Gourav Saptah programme on
November 15 at Jamboori Maidan in
Bhopal. Janjatiya Gourav Saptah had
also started in the state on this day,
which was concluded by Chief
Minister Shri Chouhan on November

22 in a programme organised as a tribute in Mandla, the birth place of Rani
Avanti Bai.Modi today mentioned the
Dastan programme of the theater companions of Katni in Madhya Pradesh.
Referring to the indomitable courage
and sacrifice of Rani Durgavati presented in this programme, Modi said
that the sacrifices have been instrumental in public awareness in different
periods.The Prime Minister said that
the whole country is celebrating the
Amrit Mahotsav of Independence. The
Prime Minister mentioned the kissagoi
(storytelling) programme at Jagriti Park
during the Amrit Mahotsav of Azadi
and Janjatiya Gourav Saptah at Katni
Stone Art Festival in Katni. Modi also
praised the programme of Katni in
'Mann Ki Baat'. During the Katni Stone
Art Festival programme, the
indomitable courage of Veerangana
Rani Durgavati was presented in the
form of kissagoi (a story) by artists

Himanshu Bajpai and Pragya Sharma
in Lucknowi style.
Chief Minister Chouhan said that
there should be service work, campaign to save the environment, people
benefit from them through implementation of schemes. As the values and
traditions of Indian culture are followed at different levels in different
regions, they appear together on one
stage. This is a wonderful programme.
Seeing the people serving others or
doing good works in this programme
also inspires us to do good work. When
you listen to the Prime Minister's
Mann ki Baat, it feels like "Saare Jahan
Se Achcha Hindustan Hamara."
Chouhan said that whether it is our
Janjatiya Gourav Diwas or an exhibition related to our revolutionary tribal
Jannayaks, the programmes of Madhya
Pradesh held at many places, their
works are to be seen. Liked Mann Ki
Baat too much.

Now the era of value-based, goal-oriented
journalism has begun: CM
Team Absolute |Bhopal

hief Minister Shivraj
Singh Chouhan has
said that the era of
value-based, dedicated journalism has started in India.
Swadesh Newspaper has
been doing this work for the
last 50 years. National views
and accurate news are the
characteristics of this newspaper. Even in the difficult
times of commercialistic and
selfish-based journalism,
Swadesh did not abandon
the valuesof journalism.
Chief Minister Chouhan and
Mohan Bhagwat on Saturday
attended the Golden Jubilee
celebrations of Swadesh
Newspaper Group at Atal
Vihari Vajpayee Auditorium
of Jiwaji University, Gwalior.
Chouhan said that before

C

independence the aim of
journalism was how to make
the nation independent. After
independence, leftist ideology took a prominent place in
journalism and nationalist
journalism came to be considered as narrow and community based. From the very
beginning, Swadesh considered the national interest as
paramount. Swadesh is the
carrier of nationalist tradition in journalism in true
sense.
Mohan Bhagwat, the

Sarsanghchalak of Rashtriya
Swayamsevak Sangh said
that our mind had been colonized during the time of the
British. Today there is an
awakening of self-realization
in India. India's reputation is
increasing all over the world.
The world expects a new
path from India. India will
definitely fulfill this responsibility. India will become
Vishwaguru and will lead the
whole world.
Bhagwat said that today
where the thinking of most of
the countries of the world is
based on consumption and
selfishness, India is an integralist. India has a thought
that the existence of the
whole world is one. There is
no alien for us, the whole
world is one family. We have
to achieve this global unity.

hief Minister Shivraj Singh
Chouhan offered floral tributes to
Mahatma Phule at his portrait in
the Chief Minister's residence hall on his
death anniversary. On this occasion,
Chouhan remembered the contribution
of Mahatma Jyotirao Govindrao Phule.
Mahatma Jyotiba Phule was born on
April 11, 1827 in Pune. His family came
to Pune from Satara several generations
ago and started making gajras (flower)
etc. Therefore, these people engaged in
the work of phool (flowers) came to be
known as 'Phule'. Mahatma Jyotirao
Govindrao Phule was an Indian social
reformer, social enlightener, thinker,
social worker, writer, philosopher and
revolutionary activist. He is also known
as Mahatma Phule, Jyotiba or Jotiba
Phule. Jyotiba established 'Satyashodhak
Samaj' in the year 1873 to provide justice

to the poor and weaker sections. Seeing
his social service, he was given the title
of 'Mahatma' in the year 1888 in a huge
gathering in Mumbai. Mahatma Phule
did many works for the upliftment of
women and the Dalits. He was a strong
supporter of providing education to all

CM CHOUHAN REVIEWS
FERTILIZER
DISTRIBUTION

Tansen Music Festival set
to be part of MP tourism
Team Absolute |Gwalior

T

Bhopal: Chief Minister Shivraj Singh
Chouhan has said that the work of
availability and smooth distribution of
fertilizers to the farmers should be
ensured. Chief Minister received
detailed information about the supply
of fertilizers for the state. In the review
meeting, Chouhan directed to maintain all the arrangements for distribution of fertilizers to the farmers in a
better way.
It was informed in the meeting that
the Union Minister for Chemicals and
Fertilizers Mansukh Mandaviya has
given instructions for proper supply of
fertilizers for Madhya Pradesh, as well
as appreciated the arrangements made
in Madhya Pradesh. State Cooperatives
Minister Arvind Singh Bhadoria, Chief
Secretary Iqbal Singh Bains, Principal
Secretary to Chief Minister Manish
Rastogi and other senior officers were
present. Principal Secretary Ajit Kesari
gave information about the availability
and distribution system of fertilizers in
the state.Chief Minister Chouhan also
sought information regarding the power
distribution system in the state at the
residence today. Principal Secretary
Energy Sanjay Dubey gave details of the
arrangements implemented in relation
to smooth power supply.

he Madhya Pradesh government
is all set to organise the National
Tansen Sangeet Samaroh of
Gwalior to boost tourism in the state.
This music festival holds great significance in the world of music.
For making this initiative a reality, a
special tourism package has been allocated by the state government so that
tourists can visit the historical places
in Gwalior as well as enjoy the musical
performances of this musical event.
The Tansen Sangeet Samaroh is
organised every year in Gwalior.
However, this year it will begin from
December 26 for which preparations
are already in full force.
Gwalior Divisional Commissioner
Ashish Saxena in a meeting of the promotional and broadcasting committee
formed for the 'Tansen Sangeet
Samaroh-2021' said special tourism
packages are being prepared by making this event a part of tourism to promote local tourist attractions.
In order to attract tourists from all
over the world, such a tourism package is being prepared to showcase
Gwalior Maharaj Bada's facade lighting, digital museum and other tourist
places in the city of Gwalior after
which they can enjoy the Tansen
Sangeet Samaroh.
For this, support of hotel groups
and tour operators in the city will also
be taken. Along with this, business
and social organisations, BSF, Air
Force and CRPF, including other government and non-government organizations, will also be informed about
these tour packages.
It has been decided in the meeting

held by Gwalior Divisional
Commissioner that the event will be
promoted outside the state as well to
attract people from other states
towards the musical event and promote tourism in Gwalior.
The Morena Collector will coordinate with the adjoining Agra District
Collector, the Datia Collector with that
of Jhansi, Guna Collector with Kota,
Shivpuri Collector to Lalitpur and the
Bhind collector to Etawah who will
inform them about the National
Tansen Samaroh so that people outside the state get attracted towards it.
Apart from this, a carnival could also
be organised in the national capital
Delhi concerning the Tansen
Samaroh.An online page will be prepared to connect the music lovers of
the country and the world with Tansen
Samaroh, by filling their mobile numbers and other necessary information
etc, by which they will be able to connect with the event.

CM planted Pinkcassia and Peepal saplings in Smart Garden
Team Absolute | Bhopal

C

hief Minister Shivraj Singh
Chouhan planted saplings of
Pinkcassia and Peepal in
Smart Garden. Chouhan plants
saplings every day as per his resolve.
Pinkcassia is important due to its
environment and beautiful flowers.
Chief Minister was accompanied by
Samta Pathak, Neelam Tiwari and
Rafat Siddiqui, officials of the environment-loving organisation Aavriti
who planted saplings in the Smart
City Park. Rajya Samanya Nirdhan
Varg Kalyan Aayog Chairman Shiv
Choubey was also present on the
occasion. Artifacts prepared for
Chief Minister Chouhan and Sadhna
Singh Chouhan were also presented
by the organisation.
The Aavriti has been working for
the last 10 years in the field of environment and cleanliness as well as
for the upliftment of women, chil-

CM pays homage to Mahatma Phule
C
Team Absolute |Bhopal

Bhopal, Monday, November 29, 2021

sections of the society. He was against
the caste based division and discrimination prevalent in the Indian society.
Mahatma Jyotirao Phule was opposed
to child marriage and he supported
widow remarriage. He wanted to free
the society from evil practices and
superstitions. He spent his whole life in
providing education to women, making
women aware of their rights. Mahatma
Phule wanted to save women from gender discrimination. He established the
first school for girls in India in Pune.
Phule used to be very upset and saddened by the then pathetic condition of
women. That is why he firmly decided
that he would continue to bring about
revolutionary changes in the society. He
himself imparted education to his wife
Savitri Bai Phule. Savitri Bai Phule was
the first female teacher of India. Jyotirao
Phule died on November 28, 1890 in
Pune.

dren especially the deprived and
weaker sections in the society. The
organisation has worked in the last
ten years by being committed to a
relatively permanent approach on
different issues like women empow-

GOVERNOR APPOINTS VC OF
MAHATMA GANDHI
CHITRAKOOT GRAMODAYA
VISHWAVIDYALAYA

Bhopal: Governor
Mangubhai Patel has appointed Professor Bharat Mishra as
the Vice-Chancellor of
Mahatma Gandhi Chitrakoot
Gramodaya Vishwavidyalaya,
Satna. Professor Mishra is
presently Professor of the
Department of Physics and
Faculty of Science and
Environment in this university
itself.
The Vice-Chancellor has
been appointed under the
powers conferred by Sub-section 6 of Section 24 of the
Mahatma Gandhi Chitrakoot
Gramodaya Vishwavidyalaya
Act 1991. The tenure of
Professor Mishra as ViceChancellor will be for a period
of four years from the date of
assumption of charge.

erment, child rights, cleanliness and
health, environment protection etc.
The organisation has been doing
remarkable works for the last 5 years
with the objective of "Need Based
Sustainable Approach". Aavriti has

been awarded at the national level
by doing innovation. Considering
continuous dialogue as the mainstay
and effective and useful medium, it
organises programmes related to
dialogue and discussions with citizens for behaviour change. The
organisation is also doing remarkable works in the field of environment. The organisation has so far
cleaned and beautified many areas
and planted such trees and medicinal plants there, which will become
a factor of good and clean air for the
residents there and at the same time
they will be able to prevent many
diseases by consuming them.
The organisation also operates
Roshni Self-Help Groups in which
women are working to save the environment in Bhopal, Vidisha and
other bodies by making kulhads
(clay cups), dona-pattal banks, bundles, bags, masks from cloth
clippings.

Campaign to free land
from mafia possession
will continue: CM
Team Absolute | Bhopal

C

hief Minister Shivraj
Singh Chouhan has
said that the campaign to free the state from
land mafia will continue
till all the lands are freed
from the possession of the
land mafia. He said that
whether the land is government or belongs to
people, the elements that
snatch the rights of anyone

or play with the law will
not be spared on the soil of
Madhya Pradesh.
Chouhan has congratulated the team of Jabalpur
and Dhar district administration for taking action
against the land mafia who
made constructions by
illegally occupying the
land.
Jabalpur district administration freed two and a
half acres of government

ceiling land worth about
five crores from the possession of the mafia in
Kudwari of Adhartal.
During this, the administration also demolished
constructions worth Rs 90
lakh. In a major action
against the land mafia in
Dhar district, cases were
registered against 27 people and 13 accused were
arrested, including 8 men
and 5 women.

Non-receivers of 2nd Covid jab get SMS saying they have to
Team Absolute |Bhopal
he Madhya Pradesh government is making all out
efforts to give both doses of Covid-19 vaccine to its
entire eligible population (above 18 years) by the end of
2021 and has been implementing different guidelines for different parts of the state to achieve the target. At the same
time, people in the state are receiving messages that they
have received their second dose of the vaccine even if the second dose is still due.
Surprisingly, such messages are being received via
cowin.gov.in, the official website, which is being operated
under the supervision of the Ministry of Health and Family
Welfare. In the last one week, IANS has gone through over a
dozen such messages. It has been verified that people who
have received such messages are mainly from two districts in
the state -- Rewa and Shahdol.
The details and contact numbers of many people who
received such messages available with IANS revealed that
these messages were sent to those people whose second
doses are due in the next few days or those who have missed
their second jab as they have shifted to another district. For
instance, Manas Dwivedi and his father Ramesh Dwivedi's
second jab was due on November 13. Manas took his first
dose in his home town in Gangeo in Rewa district during a
vaccination camp organised at the block level in August, but
he then shifted to Bhopal for a private job in September and
his second dose was due on November 13. He did not take his
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second jab but on
November 22 Manas
received a message on
his registered mobile
number, which reads,
"Dear Manas Dwivedi
, congratulations, You
have successfully
completed the schedule of all doses of
COVID-19 vaccine.
You can download
your certificate at
cowin.gov.in." "My
father and I had taken
the first dose of vaccine on the same date
at the same camp that
was organised at our
village in August. I
missed my second
dose because I shifted
to Bhopal while my
father also missed it because of ill health. But, we both have
received messages that we have received both doses. I have
even downloaded a certificate of the second dose from the
government's official website. Can we receive our second

dose in this condition?"
Manas said. Another such
example is from Rewa district,
where the father Ashrfilal
Gupta and daughter Sikha
Gupta received messages on
November 1, which read that
they have received their second dose of Covid-19 vaccine,
while they claimed they have
not taken their second dose.
IANS has found over a dozen
such cases from Rewa and
Shahdol districts in Madhya
Pradesh and has verified
them. The health officials in
Rewa and Shahdol districts
said they were not aware of
any such messages, but they
will look into the matter if they
receive any complaints in this
regard. As per the state government's data, around 5.49
crore population in Madhya Pradesh is eligible for the Covid19 vaccine. A total of 8.45 cr doses of vaccine have been
administered till November 26. The Madhya Pradesh government has launched a month-long mass campaign for vacci-

nation to achieve its target of inoculating 100 per cent eligible
population by the end of this year. For that the government
has been issuing different guidelines at different times. As the
district administrations have been tasked to provide vaccination for 100 per cent people under their jurisdictions, several
district administrations have come up with innovative measures to encourage the people to receive their vaccine doses so
that the target can be achieved by December 31. Measures
taken by the state and district administrations to encourage
people to receive their vaccine doses: The Food and Civil
Supplies Department has announced that food grains at fair
price shops will be given only to those who have taken both
doses of the vaccine. A notice was issued to the department
on November 7, 2021. Apart from this, several district administrations and traders have come up with innovative measures to assist the state government to achieve its target. For
instance, Namkeen and Sev (traditional savouries) in Ratlam
district in the western part of the state will be served only to
customers who have taken both the doses. Similarly, liquor
shops in Mandsaur district last week announced a 10 per cent
discount on Indian made liquor for those who have taken
both doses. However, the move drew criticism and the decision was rolled back within 24 hours. Also, health workers are
not only going door-to-door and organising vaccination
camps at the local level but also visiting in fields and forest
areas, especially in tribal areas to provide vaccine doses to the
people.
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BJP IS SCARED IN UP? ERASING BHOPAL'S PAST, ERA OF PRINCELY STATE
AND CONTRIBUTION OF MUSLIMS RULERS
T
Bhopal, Monday, November 29, 2021

EDITOR’S SPECS

he Bhartiya Janata Party (BJP) in
Uttar Pradesh has started making
inroads into the 78 seats that it lost
to Opposition parties in 2017, by welcoming legislators who had won on these seats
into the party fold.The party is determined
to fulfil its 'Mission 300 Plus' and is leaving
no stone unturned to achieve the
target.For instance, the five seats where the
securities of BJP candidates were forfeited
are -- Gauriganj, Sahaswan, Sadabad,
Soraon, and Rae Bareli Sadar.The BJP has
already welcomed the sitting Rae Bareli
legislator Aditi Singh into its fold. Aditi
Singh's father, late Akhilesh Singh wielded
considerable influence in the region and
she rode to victory in 2017 on this strength.
The BJP is confident that she will retain the
seat and add it to the saffron kitty.BSP's
Ramvir Upadhyay, who defeated the BJP
in Sadabad seat in Hathras in 2017, has
also joined the BJP and will be the party's
candidate
in
the
upcoming
elections.Rakesh Pratap Singh of
Samajwadi Party had won the Gauriganj
seat in Amethi.He recently resigned from
the membership of the state Assembly, citing lack of development in the area.There
have been speculations that he is now
preparing to join the BJP 'for the sake of
development
in
his
constituency.'Vandana Singh, BSP MLA
from Sagdi seat in Azamgarh, has also
joined the saffron party earlier this
week.Subhash Pasi, SP MLA from Saidpur
in Ghazipur, has also joined the BJP and is
preparing to contest under the saffron
banner.The BJP is particularly eyeing the
SP MLAs, some of whom may be denied
tickets by their party as the seats will be
given away to allies.

The politicians have found a new way--change the names, keep people discussing it
for days and remaining engaged in non-issues, rather than focusing on issues. In case
of Bhopal, it had started long ago. For years, the project to rewrite history is also on.
Places linked to Muslim rulers or personalities are the soft targets.
Shams Ur Rehman Alavi
et another name has been changed
and with it, another step has been
taken to erase a part of history of the
region. It didn't start with Allahabad or
Hoshangabad and it won't end with
Habibganj. Politics of renaming cities and
places has come to centre stage, even if it
serves no purpose and is hardly in public
interest.
However, it has come to the aid of the
ruling class. The politicians have found a
new way--change the names, keep people
discussing it for days and remaining
engaged in non-issues, rather than focusing on issues. In case of Bhopal, it had
started long ago. For years, the project to
rewrite history is also on. Places linked to
Muslim rulers or personalities are the soft
targets.
So even if there is no demand, it was
suddenly decided to name the Habibganj
railway station after Rani Kamlapati, a
Gond queen. It also helps the BJP as it
aims at getting the tribal vote back in its
pocket. In the last election, tribals had
overwhelmingly voted for Congress and
this was one of the reasons for party's
defeat. Hence, an attempt is being made
to keep tribals in good humour. Which
better way than naming the prominent
railway station in capital after a tribal
queen!
As far as Bhopal residents are concerned, they are used to it. Places and
buildings were named after King Bhoja,
who ruled from Dhar. The last three centuries of Bhopal's history keeps getting
faded, even though it was this period that
saw the development and expansion of
Bhopal, which was a village before Dost
Mohammad Khan arrived and established the Fatehgarh fort.
After him, his successors made Bhopal
the capital of the erstwhile princely state
and ruled from here. Kamlapati and Dost

relationship is now being sullied.
Historical records clearly tell how Rani
Kamlapati had given the part of territory
to Dost Mohammad Khan, because of his
help.
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But for the right-wing in the region, any
link to a past linked to the rulers of the
princely state is no longer palatable.
There is an opportunity and attempt is on
to change as much as could be done.
Every time, a name change is affected,
there is an intense debate. All the real
issues are forgotten. The mishap at the
Kamla Nehru Hospital didn't get due
attention, as a name change is always
something that brings out the passion
from people, who get divided on communal lines.
For the resurgent right-wing, it's a signal of victory. For the Muslim residents of
Bhopal, it is seen as another attempt to
corner them. In Gwalior, Indore and other
cities, the rulers of the erstwhile princely
state are remembered. The Indore Airport
is named after Ahilya Bai Holkar.
However, it is almost impossible to even
name a structure after the great women
rulers of Bhopal--Qudsia Begam,
Sikandar Jahan, Shahjehan Begum and
Sultan Jehan Begum now.
No one could have imagined it that the
situation would take such a drastic turn.
Till two decades ago, there were sporadic
demands but no real action. However, the
BJP's victory in election after election,
three consecutive terms, and now the
fourth term, has given the party leaders a
confidence that they can get away with
any thing. Besides, this strategy bears rich
dividend. No one bothers to ask tough
questions about failure on other fronts,
rather, the majority is made to feel 'victorious' after every name change.
Mohammad Khan shared a unique bond.
History tells us that she had sought his

help and he honoured the
promise. However, even this

international

WANT TO HAVE GOOD RELATIONS WITH
ALL COUNTRIES: AFGHAN ACTING PM P

Mahmoud Abbas, Jordan FM discuss
challenges facing Palestinian cause

Ramallah|Agencies

Kabul|Agencies

T

he acting Prime Minister (PM)
of Afghanistan's caretaker government Mullah Hassan
Akhund has said that Afghanistan
wants to have good relations with the
international community, including
the neighbours and regional countries.
"The Islamic Emirate wants to have
good relations, economic ties and coexist with all countries. Afghanistan
will not interfere in the internal affairs
of any country, it is not our policy,"
Hassan Akhund said in his address
broadcast in the state-run Radio
Television of Afghanistan (RTA) on
Saturday night.
In his first address since the
Taliban's takeover on August 15, and
the formation of its caretaker government on September 7, Hassan
Akhund noted that Afghanistan's soil
will not be used against any country
and the new administration will not

allow anyone to use Afghan soil
against anyone, Xinhua news agency
reported.
"No harm has been inflicted to any
country from Afghanistan and no one
will witness harm from Afghanistan.

Parliamentary elections
kick off in Kyrgyzstan
Bishkek|Agencies

P

arliamentary elections
in Kyrgyzstan started on
Sunday under the
watch of 736 international
observers to elect 90 deputies
for a five-year term.
The country's Head of the
Central Election Commission
(CEC), Nurzhan
Shaildabekova, during a
briefing on Sunday morning
said that 2,435 polling stations have been opened in
the country at 8 a.m. local
time (0200 GMT), which will
work until 8 p.m. (1400
GMT). Another 59 polling
stations would be opened
abroad in 29 countries.
The deputies will be elected through a mixed electoral
system with 54 of them to be
elected according to a proportional system from political parties, and 36 others to
be elected from single-mandate constituencies on a
majority basis, Xinhua news
agency reported.
Twenty-one political par-

ties were registered to participate in the elections, more
than 280 candidates were
registered in single-mandate
constituencies.
According to data from the
CEC head, a total of 3,703,420
people will vote for the political parties, and 3,619,292 are
going to vote in the singlemandate constituencies.
The Interior Ministry said
earlier that more than 11,000
police officers would be
deployed to ensure public
order and security at polling
stations.

Now, the Islamic Emirate of
Afghanistan is focusing on rebuilding
our country," he said, noting that
exerting pressure on Afghanistan will
not benefit anyone.
Regarding women's education,

RUSSIA REJECTS US
CLAIM OF RUSSIAN
PLAN TO INVADE
UKRAINE
Moscow:Russia has no
plans to invade Ukraine as
"Washington fabricated",
Russian Foreign
Intelligence Service
Director Sergei Naryshkin
has said.
The allegation was "malicious propaganda" by the
US Department of State,
which is aimed at pushing
Kiev to escalate the conflict
in eastern Ukraine,
Naryshkin told a Russian
TV program on Saturday.
Russia should remain
calm and reinforce its
defensive capability as the
US is inciting the Ukrainian
authorities to attack the
insurgent Donbass region,
he added. Kremlin
Spokesman, Dmitry Peskov
has also denied recent
reports in the West and
Ukraine about a Russian
plan of aggression against
Ukraine, saying that "this
hysteria is being boosted
artificially," Xinhua news
agency reported.

Hassan Akhund said that "the
women's rights are safeguarded, and
the Islamic Emirate respects the
rights of education for women and
girls. The women will be provided
with an immune space for their education based on the Islamic laws."
He also urged the provincial governors, police chiefs and judges to do
their best in providing service to the
Afghans, calling on them to strictly
act against those who cause harassment among the people.
"Those who harass ordinary people, or individuals who worked in the
former government, must be
accountable. It doesn't matter how
high their rank is, those who are
harassing people should be disarmed
immediately and the report should be
sent to me directly," he said.
The acting Prime Minister also
called on Afghans to get united and
rebuild the country including its
economy with goodwill, brotherhood
and unity.

alestinian President
Mahmoud Abbas met
Jordanian Foreign
Minister Ayman Safadi to discuss the challenges facing the
Palestinian cause in a bid to
boost consultation and indepth coordination between
the Kingdom of Jordan and
Palestine.
"The current situation in
the Palestinian territories and
pushing forward the stalled
peace process in the Middle
East were the major issues
that were discussed in
today's meeting," Palestinian
Foreign Minister Riyad alMaliki told a joint news conference with Safadi after the
meeting on Saturday.
Safadi told the press conference that his visit came "as
part of the efforts to create a
real political horizon that
leads to a comprehensive
and just peace on the basis of
the two-state solution,"

UN Chief welcomes Armenia-Azerbaijan-Russia
meeting over Nagorno-Karabakh
United Nations|Agencies

U

N Secretary General
Antonio Guterres has
welcomed the trilateral meeting between
Armenia, Azerbaijan and
Russia over the settlement
of the Nagorno-Karabakh
conflict.
Guterres took note of the
joint statement and noted
with appreciation the role of
Russia in facilitating continuing contacts and dialogue
between Armenia and
Azerbaijan, said Farhan
Haq, Deputy Spokesman for
the Secretary General, in a
statement.
Russian President
Vladimir Putin, Azerbaijani
President Ilham Aliyev and
Armenian Prime Minister
Nikol Pashinyan agreed to
create mechanisms for the
demarcation and delimitation of the ArmenianAzerbaijani border by the
end of 2021, Putin said on
Friday following their trilateral meeting in the Russian

city of Sochi, Xinhua news
agency reported.
"The Secretary General is
encouraged by the resumption of direct engagement at
the highest level between
Armenia and Azerbaijan
and their recommitment to
fully implement the trilateral statements of November
9, 2020, and January 11,
2021, and to take concrete
steps aimed at increasing
stability in the region," said
the statement, referring to
the November 2020 ceasefire agreement and the
January 2021 agreement to
restore transportation in
Nagorno-Karabakh.
Guterres reiterated the UN's
principled position that
lasting peace can only be
achieved through dialogue
and urged the parties to
resolve outstanding issues

to that end through all
available formats, including
under the auspices of the
co-chairs of the OSCE
(Organization for Security
and Cooperation in Europe)
Minsk Group, which consist
of representatives from
France, Russia and the
United States, said Haq in
the statement.
The UN stands ready to
support all such efforts,
including through the provision of humanitarian,
recovery and peacebuilding
assistance on the ground,
the statement added.
Armenia and Azerbaijan
have been at loggerheads
over the mountainous
region of NagornoKarabakh since 1988. Peace
talks have been held since
1994 when a ceasefire was
reached, but there have
been sporadic minor clashes. A new round of armed
conflict broke out along the
contact line on September
27, 2020, before Russia brokered a ceasefire on
November 9, 2020.

Xinhua news agency reported.
The basis "embodies the
establishment of an independent Palestinian state
with Jerusalem as its capital,"
he said. "The current status
quo cannot continue, and
there is no way for things to
remain in the stalemate they
are now," Safadi said, adding
that "a real international
movement is required to take
us towards active engagement in the pursuit of a solution."

Safadi said that the meeting also discussed the importance of ensuring necessary
economic support for the
Palestinian Authority to continue to serve the Palestinian
people.
Direct peace talks between
Israel and Palestine, which
were sponsored by the US for
nine months, stopped in
2014, following deep differences on issues related to
Jewish settlements and the
recognition of a Palestinian
state on the 1967 borders.

Local elections pave way for
modern Algeria: President
Algiers|Agencies

A

lgerian President
Abdelmadjid
Tebboune has said the
local elections will pave the
way for a modern Algeria.
"The elections are the last
stone in the building process
of a modern state. For now,
we will tackle economic
challenges within democracy, freedom and with legitimate institutions chosen by
the people," he said on
Saturday upon casting his
vote in the capital Algiers,
according to a brief statement to local media.
The local elections in
Algeria began on Saturday as
some 23 million Algerians
are expected to elect their
representatives in 1,541
municipal and 58 prefect
assemblies for a five-year
term, Xinhua news agency
reported.The elections are
the last step in the process of
renewing the state institu-

tions since Abdelmadjid
Tebboune came to power in
late 2019 in place of late
Abdelaziz Bouteflika, who
had been forced to step
down following a popular
movement calling for
change.
The renewal process started with a popular referendum on a new constitution
in November 2020, and parliamentary elections were
held in June this year.
According to figures provided by the National
Independent Authority for
Elections, more than 15,000
candidates are running for
the elections.
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"TURNED CRISIS INTO OPPORTUNITY:"
UDDHAV THACKREY ON 2 YEARS IN OFFICE
 TO MARK THE COMPLETION
OF HIS TWO YEARS IN
OFFICE, CHIEF MINISTER
UDDHAV THACKERAY SAID
THE MAHA VIKAS AGHADI
GOVERNMENT DID NOT
PANIC DURING MAN-MADE
AND NATURAL CALAMITIES
AND THE FOCUS REMAINED
ON THE WELFARE OF PEOPLE.

"We did not panic during man-made and
natural calamities and our focus remained on
the welfare of the common man. Most part of
the last two years went in COVID-19 management. We succeeded in turning the crisis into
an opportunity," the chief minister said.
There is a vast difference between health,
medical facilities and infrastructure that existed two years ago and now, he claimed.
After the Maharashtra Assembly polls in
2019, the Thackeray-led Shiv Sena parted

Team Absolute|Mumbai

hief minister Uddhav Thackeray chaired a COVID-19 review meeting on Sunday with all
Divisional Commissioners and Collectors. This comes amid the rising concerns regarding
new Covid-19 variant Omicron, first identified in South Africa. Meanwhile Deputy Chief
Minister Ajit Pawar said on Saturday, "We held a meeting today with some officials. As compared
to previous months, the situation is good here. The situation in Pune is good, but restrictions may
be imposed. But at a global level, a different variant (Omicron) is spreading fast in some countries.
We are monitoring the situation. Tomorrow, again, a meeting with all district collectors and divisional commissioners is scheduled and will discuss over COVID-19 issue."
"To take steps to stop flight operations with South Africa etc, hopefully, a discussion will be held
with the Prime Minister soon. Tomorrow, in the meeting, some steps will have to be taken (particularly related to the South Africa variant) to stop the spread from that area/of that variant here,"
Pawar said.Meanwhile, the Maharashtra government on Saturday issued fresh guidelines as a
precautionary measure.

C

C

hief Minister Uddhav Thackeray today
said most part of his government's twoyear tenure was spent on COVID-19
management and that the Maha Vikas Aghadi
(MVA) succeeded in turning the crisis into an
opportunity.
In a statement to mark the completion of
his two years in office, Thackeray, 61, who is
recuperating in a private hospital after a spine
surgery, thanked the people for supporting
his government in all its endeavours and said
it is the "people's government".

Omicron threat: Maharashtra to screen
passengers from 10 countries

T

he Maharashtra government has decided to
screen air passengers
arriving to the state from at
least 10 known countries
where the much-feared new
Coronavirus variant
'Omicron' has been detected,
as per Chief Minister Uddhav
Thackeray's directives,
Urban Development
Minister Eknath Shinde said
here on Saturday. The
BrihanMumbai Municipal
Corporation (BMC) in consultation with the
Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj
International Airport will
make available a list of all the
passengers who have arrived
from abroad in the past 14
days to the Mumbai
Metropolitan Region.
The officials will check the

and the focus has been on how the government's efforts will ensure welfare of the common man,'' he said.
Under the Mahatma Jyotirao Phule farm
loan waiver scheme, debts of cultivators to the
tune of Rs 20,000 crore have been waived off,
the chief minister said. The state government
has provided Rs 2,600 crore to hospitals and
14.4 lakh people have been treated free of cost
under the Mahatma Jyotirao Phule Jan Arogya
Scheme, he added.

CM Thackeray chair COVID-19 review meet amid new variant Omicron worries

Team Absolute|Mumbai

Team Absolute|Mumbai

ways with long-term ally BJP over the issue of
sharing the chief ministerial post. It then
forged an alliance with the NCP and the
Congress to form the MVA government.
Thackeray said there was no negativity in
his government and the administration while
tackling the pandemic.
"We have worked hard in improving the
industrial investment, agriculture infrastructure, housing, employment, water supply,
solar energy, environment, tourism, forest

passengers who have arrived
here from the 10 'high risk
countries' where the new
and more dangerous
Omicron variant has been
detected -- South Africa,
Botswana, Brazil, China,
Israel, Belgium, Hong Kong,
Mauritius, New Zealand and
others.
The municipal commissioners and health department heads shall take all
possible measures to tackle
the potential dangers from
Omicron, said Shinde.
Additional Municipal
Commissioner Suresh Kakani
said that the passengers
arriving here from the 'high
risk' nations shall undergo
compulsory institutional
quarantine, and home isolation would not be permitted
under any
circumstances.Kakani also

informed about the measures
being taken against the background of a possible danger.
If any patient of Omicron is
found in any building in the
city, the entire building will
be sealed as a precaution,
Kakani informed.
The minister further
ordered all hospitals and
their ICUs to inspect and
ensure that all the treatment
infrastructure is working well,
with sufficient number of
beds, stocks of liquid medical
oxygen and ventilators to
tackle any eventuality.
The emergency meeting
was attended by top officials,
including Principal Secretary
UD Bhushan Gagrani,
Kakani, collectors of Thane,
Raigad, Palghar and other
districts, all municipal commissioners and civic heads in
the state.

Bhopal, Monday, November 29, 2021

NCB CHOOSES TO KEEP MUM ON
ANTI-DRUGS CAMPAIGN: RTI

Team Absolute|Mumbai

T

he Narcotics Control
Bureau (NCB) has
refused to disclose information on its anti-drugs war
conducted in the past 3 years
under RTI, an activist said
here on Sunday.
Mumbai campaigner Anil
Galgali had sought details of
the number of raids carried
out for narcotics, the quantity
seized, its total value, and the
persons booked, besides the
manner in which the drugs
were disposed.
"Surprisingly, the NCB which falls under the Ministry
of Home Affairs, has denied
the information under RTI
Section 24. More so, since the
NCB officials themselves here
provide so much information
through various media outlets
and make various claims,"
Galgali said. He wondered

MAHA HAVING AN 'ABSENTEE AND ACCIDENTAL' CM: JAVADEKAR
Team Absolute|New Delhi

O

n completion of two years of Maha Vikas
Aghadi (MVA) government in Maharashtra,
former Union Minister and senior BJP leader
Prakash Javadekar on Sunday said that for the first
time, the state is experiencing an 'absentee and
accidental' Chief Minister.
Addressing a press conference here on Sunday,
Javadekar said: "Corruption and criminalisation of
politics is the hallmark of the MVA government.
Several ministers, Members of Parliament and
MLAs are being enquired for corruption... it is not
only 'Mafia Vasooli Agadhi' but also a 'Maha
Vishwasghati Aghadi'," Javadekar said.
Hitting out at Chief Minister Uddhav Thackeray.
Javadekar said: "He (Thackeray) rarely visits his
Mantralaya office... and for the first time,
Maharashtra is experiencing an 'absentee' and
'accidental' chief minister."
"Income Tax raids at NCP minister's (place) have
revealed 'benami' property of Rs 1,000 crore.
Another NCP Minister has been arrested for
assaulting a common man. Third NCP minister has
purchased land parcels from terrorist of 26/11 terror attacks at a throwaway price. The fourth
Minister is charged with giving lucrative contracts

to his son-in-law which had to be finally cancelled,"
he said.
The senior Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) leader
said that this government has looted Maharashtra
and betrayed the voters.
"He (Thackeray) is charged with non-disclosure
of income and assets in election affidavits. His PA
built a bungalow in violation of CRZ rules. After

COVID-19:

MAHARASHTRA CUMULATIVE VACCINATION TALLY CROSSES 11.16 CRORE
Team Absolute|Mumbai

n the ongoing vaccination drive, Maharashtra on November
27 has vaccinated 8,39,005 in 10,003 sessions.

I

According to data released by the government Maharashtra
has inoculated 11,16,98,526 people.
As per the state government data 4,07,36,930 individuals aged
between 18 and 44 years received their first vaccine dose and
1,74,19,077 received their second dose since the inoculation
drive for this age group began on May 1.
So far, 12,94,263 health care workers have been administered
the first dose of the vaccine, while 11,41,715 of them have got
their second dose.
Similarly, 21,47,717 frontline workers in the state have till now
received their first vaccine dose and of them, 18,98,354 got their
second dose.
Meanwhile, Maharashtra on Saturday reported 889 new coronavirus positive cases and 17 related fatalities, taking the tally to
66,33,612 and the death toll to 1,40,908, state health officials said.
The state had added 852 cases and 34 deaths in the last 24
hours preceding Friday.

why the NCB is evading and
not providing the information
under the RTI, especially
when even the Mumbai
Police provides such data easily on the raids conducted by
its Anti-Narcotics Cell.
The activist has shot off a
letter to Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and Union
Home Minister Amit Shah
seeking clarifications, to
upload the central agency's
anti-narcotics drive on its
website in public interest
since people have a right to
know about the seizures.
The NCB, which has been
active in Maharashtra since
the death of Bollywood actor
Sushant Singh Rajput, routinely issues statements on its
regular anti-narcotics actions,
including the sensational raid
on an alleged rave party
aboard the Cordelia Cruise on
October 2.

With 738 people being discharged from hospitals in the last 24
hours, the number of recoveries in Maharashtra went up to
64,80,799, leaving the state with 8,237 active cases, a health official said.Maharashtra's case recovery rate now stands at 97.70
per cent. The fatality rate is 2.12 per cent.
The cumulative number of tests conducted in Maharashtra so
far climbed to 6,52,56,850 with 1,01,557 new tests being conducted, the lowest in recent times, in the last 24 hours, the official

said. At least 10 districts and four municipal corporations in
Maharashtra did not report any new COVID-19 cases in the last
24 hours. Mumbai city reported the highest 210 new infections,
followed by Pune city with 96 new cases. Among the eight
regions in Maharashtra, the Mumbai region reported the highest
385 cases, the Pune region 246, and Nashik region 169.Latur,
Aurangabad, Akola, Kolhapur and Nagpur regions reported 29,
21, 15, 13 and 11 new cases, respectively.
The Mumbai region reported five fresh COVID-19 fatalities,
followed by four each from Kolhapur and Latur regions, and two
each from Nashik and Pune regions. Aurangabad, Akola, and
Nagpur regions, however, did not report any fresh deaths due to
COVID-19, the health official said. Mumbai city saw 210 cases
and four deaths. Pune reported 96 new infections and one fatality.Among 8,237 active patients in Maharashtra, the Mumbai district has the highest 2,250 such cases.Of 64,80,799 recovered
patients in Maharashtra, the highest 11,38,342 recoveries are
from the Pune district, the official added.
Coronavirus figures for Maharashtra are as follows: Total cases
66,33,612, new cases 889, total deaths 1,40,908, fresh deaths 17,
total recoveries 64,80,799, active cases 8,237, total tests conducted 6,52,56,850.

charges were made, he demolished his bungalow
himself. Another minister of Shiv Sena built a resort
in violation of CRZ rules and instead of demolishing it is important that he has sold it," former union
minister said. He also slammed the MVA government over the law and order situation in the state.
Without taking any name, Javadekar said: "The
Crime Intelligence Unit (CIU) chief of Mumbai is
charged with planting of bomb and friend's murder. Another four police personnel have been
arrested and are behind the bars in this case.
Mumbai Police commissioner charged ruling dispensation of extortion to a huge extent who was
also absconding for nine months. This is the low
point of governance in Maharashtra."
Javadekar claimed that "all this is happening
because this government was formed with sheer
hunger for power keeping aside all morals and
betraying the voters and people's mandate".
"Shiv Sena fought the elections as an alliance
partner of BJP. It won by displaying posters of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi all over. The NCP and the
Congress who sought votes to defeat Shiv Sena
joined hands with them because of this hunger for
power. It is the worst opportunist, corrupt and nonfunctional government Maharashtra has even
seen," he added.

62 INMATES OF THANE
OLD AGE HOME TEST
CORONAVIRUS POSITIVE
Thane: Sixty two inmates of an old age home in
Thane district have tested positive for the coronavirus infection and all of them have been admitted
to a civil hospital here, a senior health official said
on Sunday.
Following complaints of ill-health by a couple of
inmates, a team of doctors on Saturday tested 109
inmates of the 'Matoshree' old age home located at
Khadavali in Bhiwandi taluka, district health officer
Dr Manish Renge said.
Out of them, the results of 61 came out positive,
he said, adding that another inmate had tested positive for the viral infection on Friday.
These 62 inmates, all above 60 years of age, have
been admitted to the Thane Civil Hospital for treatment, the official said.Five relatives of some of these
inmates also tested positive for the coronavirus and
they too were admitted to the civil hospital, he said.
The district administration was keeping a tab on
the health of these inmates and taking due steps to
check further spread of the infection, he added.

Two years of MVA: No downfall, Humpty-Dumpty sits firmly on the wall
Team Absolute|Mumbai

ast week, Shiv Sena MP, the outspoken
Sanjay Raut contemptuously dismissed yet
another statement by Bharatiya Janata
Party state President Chandrakant Patil predicting the downfall of the 2-year-old Maha Vikas
Aghadi government, saying he has said it "at
least 28 times before."
Another senior Sena leader, Dr Raghunath
Kuchik - accorded MoS status - said all the BJP
leaders are crying over spilt milk, how "the Sena
betrayed BJP" at least five times daily - or over
3,500 times in the past two years after the MVA
government with Chief Minister Uddhav
Thackeray took office on November 28, 2019.
"This must be some sort of a world-record. In
May 1996, the late PM Atal Behari Vajpayee said
- in a dignified manner - how he felt disappointed only once and gave up office, but never
uttered it again," Kuchik pointed out.
couple of days ago, when Union MSME
Minister Narayan Rane acted soothsayer claiming the BJP will form the government in March,
the usually stern Nationalist Congress Party
state President and Minister Jayant Patil broke
into a grin and asked why "such a long timelimit".
Congress state President Nana Patole reacted
sarcastically saying how "the BJP's never-ending
forecasts of the MVA fall are perpetually proving
wrong."
As the MVA celebrates its second anniversary

L

on November 28
it is conscious of
the hawkish
Opposition
counting the days,
weeks or months
for the Shiv SenaNCP-Congress
government's collapse.
For, the
Opposition is not
limited to the belligerent BJP in the
state and Centre
alone -- there's a
motley collection
of various central
agencies, several
Bollywood personalities, some industrialists, a
few social influencers and even the friendly
neighbourhood Raj Bhavan with which there
have been infrequent 'letter wars' - not exactly
the soulful ingredients for a smooth sail!
Barely had the MVA emerged unscathed from
the ghost of the late actor Sushant Singh Rajput
on its first birthday last November (2020), it was
haunted by others in the form of the abandoned
SUV with 20 gelatin sticks and a threat note
near the home of industrialist Mukesh Ambani
in February, followed by the murder of the vehicle owner Mansukh Hiran.
This kicked off a series of political develop-

ments that rocked the 3-party government, the
unceremonious transfer of the then Mumbai
Police Commissioner Param Bir Singh, his letter
bomb hurling allegations of extortion against
the then home minister Anil Deshmukh, who
was forced to quit and was nabbed by the
Enforcement Directorate, and now Singh himself facing corruption charges.
Besides Deshmukh, minister Sanjay Rathod
forfeited his post. At least another half-a-dozen
Sena-NCP ministers or senior leaders like
Hasan Mushrif, Anil Parab, Eknath Khadse, MP
Bhavana Gawli, ex-MP Anandrao Adsul, Sanjay
Raut's kin and the family of Deputy CM Ajit
Pawar are under the scanner of the central

agencies, plus a dozen more 'potential' future targets, as BJP leaders
watch gleefully.
Despite the "betrayal, downfall"
cacophony all around, Thackeray
continued to make waves with his
handling of the Covid-19 situation,
the state earned laurels from the
Centre and abroad, it continued to
attract investments and -- despite
occasional hiccups - the 3-partners
maintained camaraderie.
At one point, a bemused
Thackeray shot back at the BJP, saying "the MVA will not only complete five years, but is here to stay
for 25 years".
NCP's Malik further rattled the
Opposition saying that many of the
erstwhile defectors from the Sena-NCPCongress to the BJP would make a 'ghar-wapsi'
and return to the parental fold soon.
After the Narcotics Control Bureau's raids on
the Cordelia cruise ship on October 2, Malik
became the face of the MVA's blitzkrieg against
the central agencies with his sting(ing) operations against the NCB Zonal Director Sameer
Wankhede.
As the luxury ship swoop practically lost
credibility, Wankhede came under pressure
with Malik's exposes on his alleged fake caste
certificate and other fraudulent documents, and
the Bombay High Court also frowning at the

raids and the NCB's intentions. It also said the
Minister's charges were not 'totally false'.
The MVA struggles on other fronts too, like
the pending GST dues from the Centre, the elusive promised aid for natural calamities that
befell the state in the past two years, the
Kanjurmarg land for the Mumbai Metro car
shed.
After straddling multiple crises over the past
24 months, another Big Test is coming up in
early 2022 for both the MVA and the BJP -- the
elections to some big civic bodies like Mumbai,
Thane, Navi Mumbai, Vasai-Virar, Pune, PimpriChinchwad, Nashik, Aurangabad, Solapur,
Amravati and Nagpur.
Though the Sena-NCP are firm on a pre-poll
alliance, the Congress state and Mumbai leaders keep thumping chests like Tarzan and sing
the 'Ekla Chalo' (Go Alone) tune, dismaying the
other two allies but sounding sweet music to
the BJP. Senior ruling alliance leaders are aware
that these are rough times calling for tough
decisions to prevent a mass exodus or even a
rebellion in their ranks -- as witnessed recently
in Panvel with many Congressmen joining the
NCP -- particularly with the BJP fox lurking
menacingly around the MVA flock.
Perturbed by its unsuccessful toppling
games, the BJP is vying for big wins in the civic
polls to re-sharpen its sword to eject what it
calls the 'Maha Vinaash Aghadi' regime, though
privately many leaders admit it's a futile exercise.
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Laverne Cox confirms she's
got a boyfriend whom she

'met on Tinder'
'O

Los Angeles | Agencies

range is the New Black'
star Laverne Cox has
confirmed she has a
boyfriend whom she
"met on Tinder", as she
says she's thankful for her partner but
also "super happy" to be done with
dating apps.
Cox announced her relationship
status on Twitter after responding to a
tweet which slammed Hinge for being
a "super toxic" place, as they suggested Laverne had been banned from the
app because she is a transwoman,
reports femalefirst.
The initial tweet read: "Guess you
gotta be a high profile transwoman like
@Lavernecox to get a @hinge ban for
being trans overturned."

And the actress replied to say she had been
banned from Hinge a second time before she met
her boyfriend on Tinder.
She said: "I have a bf now and haven't been on
the apps in over a year. But after being reinstated
on @hinge I was banned again. Not sure why. I
wasn't really meeting guys on Hinge anyway. So I
just didn't bother to look into it.. Met my bf on
Tinder."Super happy to be off the apps."
She first spoke about her boyfriend in January
this year, when she said she had embarked on a
romance with him six months prior.
She gushed: "(Found love in 2020) almost
sounds like a punchline, but, yeah, Laverne is in
love again, it feels amazing. Love is an incredible
thing. It's literally this chemical thing that's awesome and he is a really great guy and I didn't
expect it.
"I thought he was going to be this hot dude I
was going to be hanging out with and then it just
kind of happened."

'Hellbound'
director Yeon
Sang-ho
praises rival
show 'Squid
Game'
Los Angeles | Agencies

S

outh Korean dark fantasy series 'Hellbound' may have ousted Hwang Dong-hyuk's survival
drama series 'Squid Game' from the number one spot of the world's popular TV show
rankings but the show's director Yeon Sang-ho is all praise for the survival drama series.
The director is a fan of the show's vision. Talking about the Hwang Dong-hyuk directorial,
Yeon Sang-ho told Variety, "I personally enjoyed 'Squid Game' very much as well. And I feel like
the vision that it had within it, being a genre drama, was very relatable and there were a lot of
points within the show that I was able to relate to as well."
He added that both 'Hellbound' and 'Squid Game' have their own element, "I think that both
shows have their own entertainment elements. And as for where those points lie within the
show, it's all different. I think that 'Squid Game' was able to really resonate with a lot of people."
On a concluding remark, Yeon draws a parallel between the two shows, he said, "Also there's
that entertainment factor of drawing from childhood games as well. I think with 'Hellbound' as
well, these are pieces that lead to a lot of active conversation among the audiences. I think that's
where both of their entertainment factors come from."

Lady Gaga needed
to use Italian accent
at all times for
'House Of Gucci'

ELTON JOHN LOVES
PLAYING BOARD
GAMES AT HOME

Los Angeles | Agencies

S

inger-actress Lady Gaga thought it was "extra important"
to have an Italian accent in everyday situations for her
role in 'House Of Gucci', directed by Ridley Scott.The
movie tells the story of Patrizia Reggiani, who was convicted
of hiring a hitman to kill her ex-husband Maurizio Gucci and
Gaga spent months perfecting her character's Italian accent.
She says that it was particularly useful to use it in mundane
situations such as shopping trips, reports femalefirst.co.uk.
The pop star told the Metro newspaper: "Times like that I
found it extra important. Because I dyed my hair brown and
was wearing a Covid mask, I could interact with someone at
the grocery store and practice having conversations with the
accent without them knowing it was me."
She said that she wanted the accent to be "naturally ready"
in her body when she was on set for the movie.
The 'Bad Romance' hitmaker said: "I didn't just want to use
the accent on set - I would never have been ready. I wanted
the accent to be naturally ready in my body so when I was
working, it was the last thing I was thinking about."
Gaga shared that she noticed similarities between herself
and Patrizia and says that she wanted to "inject humanity"
into her alter ego.
She said: "I wanted to inject the humanity of Patrizia into
the character. And there's a piece of Patrizia that reminds me
of a part of myself, meaning that she wants to be famous but
she wants to control the narrative."
Her co-star Jared Leto said that he was impressed with her
method acting approach.
He said: "Everybody has a method, whether it's eating a
cheeseburger before a scene or FaceTiming your mom.
Everybody has their own approach and if you're extra prepared and even more committed, then fantastic. It's exciting
for me to work with people like that."

Los Angeles | Agencies

L

egendary English singer-songwriter Elton John loves playing
board games with his sons at home, as his husband David
Furnish says he always puts the showbiz persona behind
him when he's with his family.Furnish says John loves nothing
more than playing card games and board games with the family,
reports femalefirst.co.uk.He said: "I think one of the reasons why our sons are so grounded at the moment is that their daddy
comes home from being Elton John and he's just Daddy. He doesn't bring that into the household. He wants to know who
won the football, he wants to play a game of Uno or snakes and ladders."
David, 59, also gave fans an update on the 'Tiny Dancer' hitmaker's health after his hip replacement last month.
He added: "He's doing really well; it was a big success. He's feeling better almost immediately in his hip and in himself, and
he's embarked on an ambitious programme of rehab and recovery, which is great, and going very well.
"He's actually really enjoying it and he's making terrific progress."
The filmmaker said John has been spending plenty of time on FaceTime recently contacting his famous pals - and he never
tells them when he's calling.Speaking to Gaby Roslin on her 'That Gaby Roslin' podcast, Furnish said: "He's become obsessed
with FaceTime. He just FaceTimes the world all the time.""He doesn't give people the advance notice to say, 'I'm going to
FaceTime you,' and the look on people's faces when they randomly get these FaceTime calls from him (is priceless)."

HALLE BERRY
'DISHEARTENED'
AFTER OSCAR
WIN AS ROLES
DIDN'T COME

ABSOLUTE PIC OF THE DAY

Los Angeles | Agencies

A

ctress Halle Berry picked up an
Academy Award in 2002 for her
work in 'Monster's Ball' but
said it did not open the door to more
satisfying roles for her.
The 55-year-old actress told The
Irish Times newspaper: "" was very
disheartened after winning that gorgeous guy. I was sure the script truck
would just back itself up to my front
door."
"That's what I thought would happen. Like: now I'm going to get all the
great parts. But unfortunately for me,
that was not my reality. I've been
continuing to try to make ways for
myself. Because it's hard. I don't
often find great parts that I really,
really love to sink my teeth into."
Berry has always remained
positive.She said: "I'm generally
a very positive person. I'm a
glass-half-full kind of person.
I'm not going to sit around
bashing things. I'm here to
work. I have more hills to climb
as long as I'm here. I've got more
things to learn. I've got more challenges to face. I can continue to get
better."The actress' directorial debut
'Bruised' is now streaming on Netflix
but she said that the path to release
was not easy.She said: ""Oh, my gosh,
it was so hard to get it made. It was
very, very hard for me to get the
money. And once I got the money,
then I lost the money. And then I had
to go get more money. And then I
lost half of that money."
"And I had to cut 10 days out of my
schedule. And you know, that's the
world of independent film-making. It
couldn't get any harder than it did in
2020. But I probably wouldn't have
gotten it made at all 10 years ago."

Daniel Dae Kim will
only say yes to 'Lost'
reboot if original
creators are on board
Los Angeles | Agencies

A

ctor Daniel Dae Kim would
never consider being part of a
'Lost' reboot unless the show's
original creators were on board.
Kim played Jin-Soo Kwon
throughout the drama's six-year run
and said he is often asked if he'd
ever reprise his character for a
reboot or spin-off, reports aceshowbiz.com."It was an incredibly special time in my life... and I
can't believe it's been 20 years ago already," he told 'Good
Morning America'.
He added: "If the powers that be wanna do a reboot of it I
would just wanna make sure that it's done right and done well.
I thought the people behind the series..., Damon (Lindelof)
and J.J. (Abrams), were fantastic and I'd wanna see what they
have to do and say about the subject before I weighed in."
However, the actor had some issues with the way his character played on Asian stereotypes.
He recalled in an interview earlier this year: "My greatest
fear was that the pilot of Lost would air, but the series would
not - because if you were to see the pilot as the totality of my
character, you would have been left with that stereotype."
"While we were shooting, I remember sitting down with
Damon Lindelof and J.J. Abrams and saying, 'Guys, this character cannot progress in the same way.' They basically said,
'Trust us.' I did, and it turned out for the best."
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IND V NZ: INDIA LEAVE NEW ZEALAND
FACING AN UPHILL TASK AHEAD OF DAY 5
Team Absolute|Kanpur

I

ndia were in trouble mid-way in day four
of the ongoing first Test against New
Zealand at the Green Park Stadium. But
Shreyas Iyer, Wriddhiman Saha,
Ravichandran Ashwin and Axar Patel batted
the hosts out of trouble, setting a target of
284 for the Blackcaps after declaring at
234/7.
Before stumps, India got four overs of
bowling, which yielded a wicket of Will
Young taken by Ashwin to leave the tourists
at 4/1. With the final day of the match left,
New Zealand now face an uphill task of
chasing 280 runs with nine wickets in hand.
With India reeling at 51/5, Iyer and
Ashwin weathered the havoc caused by New
Zealand pacers by mixing caution with
aggression and collecting boundaries, taking
their partnership for the sixth wicket past
fifty post lunch. Kyle Jamieson then struck
on the second ball of his first over, ending
Ashwin's gritty stay at the crease with a back
of a length delivery rolling to the stumps
after ricocheting off his front pad.
Post Ashwin's fall, New Zealand kept
things tight till Wriddhiman Saha took a four
(sweep) and six (slog-sweep) off William
Somerville in the 49th over. Iyer, who had
kept a cautious eye while defending and
rotating the strike, stepped out to smash Ajaz
Patel for a six down the ground. He then
reached his half-century in 109 balls,
becoming the first Indian batter to get a century in the first innings and then follow it up
with a half-century in second innings on
debut. Iyer continued to impress by hitting
two boundaries off Patel as New Zealand's
spinners lacked the penetration to keep the
pressure on India. Against Southee, Iyer

stroked the first ball through mid-wicket. But
on the next ball, the 64-run stand was
brought to an end at the stroke of tea as Iyer
tried to pull Southee but an inner edge off
the glove went behind to Blundell.India then
began the final session with Saha and Patel
collecting a boundary each off Jamieson.
Southee tried to repeat the Jadeja set-up
with Patel, only for the left-hander to drive
down the ground while Saha glanced him
through fine leg. The duo showed good
application and continued to bat without
taking any needless risk, keeping New
Zealand frustrated.
Saha, who couldn't keep wickets on day
three due to neck stiffness, brought up his
sixth Test half-century with a brace through
fine leg off William Somerville. Patel then
raised the half-century of the partnership
with a clean slog over deep mid-wicket off
Ajaz Patel. When declaration was taken,
Saha and Patel had put on a stand of 67 runs

Indonesia Open:

Viktor Axelsen, An Seyoung win
men, women's singles titles

Bali| Agencies

D

enmark's Viktor Axelsen and South Korea's An
Seyoung clinched the 2021 Indonesia Open men's
and women's singles titles, here on Sunday.
Axelsen, who clinched gold at Tokyo 2020 -- was challenged by Singapore's Loh Kean Yew as he extended the
match to three games, but in the end, the Dane sealed a 2112, 9-21, 21-13 victory in 59 minutes.
The 27-year-old got off to a better start, cruising to a relatively easy win in the first game. However, the 24-year-old
Loh fired back and won the second game.
The third and deciding game proved to be a closely-contested affair, but the reigning Olympic champion took an
11-6 lead at the mid-game interval. Loh tried hard to close
the gap but Axelsen held on and wrapped up the match to
clinch his second Super 1000 title of the season, having won
the Denmark Open in October.
Meanwhile, South Korea's Seyoung picked up her second
World Tour title in as many weeks after beating Thailand's
Ratchanok Intanon in the women's singles final, 21-17, 2220.he 19-year-old, who is ranked sixth in the world, added
to her Indonesia Masters 2021 title which she won last week
by defeating Japan's Yamaguchi Akane.
In the women's doubles final, the home favourites for the
title - Greysia Polii and Apriyani Rahayu went down to
Matsuyama Nami and Shida Chiharu.
The Japanese duo became the second to win back-toback titles in Bali when they beat the reigning Olympic
champions, 21-19, 21-19 in a closely fought match.
Matsuyama and Shida also won the Indonesia Masters 2021
title the previous weekend.
On the other hand, mixed doubles top seeds Dechapol
Puavaranukroh and Sapsiree Taerattanachai made it a hattrick of double victories in Bali when they easily clinched
victory in their final against Japan's Watanabe Yuta and
Higashino Arisa.
The Tokyo 2020 bronze medallists were unable to keep
pace with the Thai pair, who led from start to finish in both
games to take the victory (21-12, 21-13). The victory was
sweet revenge for the Thais who lost to their opponents in
the final of the Denmark Open in October.
Puavaranukroh and Taerattanachai pick up their third
title of the season, having won the Indonesia Masters last
week and the Hylo Open prior to arriving in Bali.
In the men's doubles, the world number one pairing of
Marcus Fernaldi Gideon and Kevin Sanjaya Sukamuljo
clinched victory on home soil after they defeated Japan's
Hoki Takuro and Kobayashi Yugo in straight games, 21-14,
21-18.The Indonesians avenged their defeat in last week's
Indonesia Masters final when they narrowly lost to the
Japanese pair in a three-game thriller.
This was Gideon and Sukamuljo's third consecutive
Indonesian Open title, having won in 2018 and 2019 with no
event being held last year.

to set an imposing total for New Zealand.
Earlier, New Zealand had made inroads
through India's batting, leaving the hosts at
51/5 in 19.4 overs. Cheteshwar Pujara and
Mayank Agarwal added 18 runs to overnight
score of 14/1, as New Zealand were a little
loose.The tourists corrected themselves
quickly as Kyle Jamieson scalped the first
wicket of the day in the 12th over, taking out
Pujara with a short ball going down leg,
which he gloved behind to keeper Tom
Blundell. Initially given not out, New
Zealand reviewed the decision which was
overturned after replays confirmed the glove
edge.Ajinkya Rahane drove Ajaz Patel
through extra cover in the 15th over. But on
the next ball, Patel had the last laugh, trapping Rahane plumb in front of the wicket
with a quick slider. Mayank Agarwal and
Shreyas Iyer hit a streaky boundary each
until Tim Southee joined the wicket-taking
party.

Southee was rewarded for his nagging
spell with a double-wicket maiden in the
20th over. He first enticed Agarwal to come
forward, forcing a thick outer edge off his bat
to second slip with Tom Latham completing
the catch.Two balls later, Southee trapped
Ravindra Jadeja lbw with an inswinger for a
duck. Jadeja took the review but replays
showed the ball crashing into the leg-stump.
But Iyer, Saha, Ashwin and Patel ensured
that New Zealand were kept at bay for the
rest of the innings on a weary pitch.
After India staged an excellent recovery,
the hosts struck early in New Zealand's
chase. Ashwin struck Young's front pad after
going past the bat with a delivery which kept
low. After being given out, Young took too
much time to consult his opening partner
Tom Latham in taking a review. Young
pressed for the 'T' signal but by then, the 15second time period was over and review was
denied. The hesitancy in taking the review
quickly cost Young and New Zealand as the
ball was shown missing the stumps. Young's
scalp resulted in Ashwin equalling
Harbhajan Singh's 417 Test wickets, making
day four a happy one for India.

Brief scores :
India 345 (Shreyas Iyer 105, Tim
Southee 5/69) and 234/7 d in 81 overs
(Shreyas Iyer 65, Wriddhiman Saha 61 not
out, Kyle Jamieson 3/40, Tim Southee
3/75) against New Zealand 296 in 142.3
overs (Tom Latham 95, Axar Patel 5/62)
and 4/1 in 4 overs (Ravichandran Ashwin
1/3), need 280 runs to win.
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RAJVEER WINS TRIPLE GOLD IN
SKEET, KIRAN CLAIMS MEN'S
3P NATIONAL CROWN

New Delhi: Punjab's Rajveer Singh Gill enjoyed a triple
gold day at the New Moti Bagh Gun Club in Patiala, claiming
the skeet men, skeet junior men, and junior men's skeet
team titles at the ongoing 64th National Shooting
Championship Competitions (NSCC) in Shotgun events on
Sunday.
Whereas, in Bhopal, where the Rifle Nationals are taking
place, Indian Navy's Kiran Ankush Jadhav upstaged Indian
No. 1 Aishwary Pratap Singh Tomar among others to claim
gold in the men's 50m Rifle 3 Positions (3P) competition.
Aishwary did make up for the disappointment, however,
by claiming the junior men's 3P title later in the day.
Rajveer made the final's cut coming off a shoot-off in qualification to claim the sixth and final spot after finishing with
a score of 119 along with three others.
He was in his element in the 60-shot final though, hitting
a scorching 56 targets to leave R'jasthan's Anantjeet Singh
Naruka in silver position with 52-hits.
Seasoned Mairaj Ahmed Khan, a two-time Olympian,
won bronze with a score of 45. In Bhopal, Kiran Jadhav came
out on top of a 3P finals field featuring the best of India in the
business. His final four shots were scores of 10.9, 10.9, 10.8,
and 10.7 as he logged 455.7 to edge out Service colleague
Niraj Kumar, who had a silver-winning effort of 455.3.
Aishwary Tomar bagged the bronze with 444.4 ahead of
Olympians Chain Singh and Sanjeev Rajput, who finished
fourth and fifth respectively.

T10: Explosive Gayle, Salt propel Team Abu Dhabi to big win
Abu Dhabi | Agencies

found a way to strike the big shots and move
the game forward. The wicketkeeper-batsman
hit the very first ball of the innings for six,
thereafter, he smacked Jamie Overton for two
consecutive boundaries in the third over.
In the fifth over, Shahzad struck two boundaries and a six off Naveen-ul-Haq's bowling,
gathering 17 runs in total from the over.
However, Team Abu Dhabi Captain Liam
Livingstone completely tilted the match in his
side's favour when he dismissed Dasun
Shanaka, Samiullah Shinwari, and
Mohammad Shahzad in the eight over, reducing The Chennai Braves to 82/4. Thereafter,
Ravi Bopara's flourishing innings of 15 runs
from 7 balls helped his side post a total of
107/6.

T

eam Abu Dhabi registered their sixth
victory in the Abu Dhabi T10 after
defeating The Chennai Braves by seven
wickets here on Sunday.
After The Chennai Braves scored 107/6 in
their 10 overs, Philip Salt's innings of 63 runs
from 20 balls helped Team Abu Dhabi chase
their total down in just seven overs.
Salt started off in typical fashion, smashing
Nuwan Pradeep for three boundaries and a
six in the first over. However, Mark Deyal put
pressure on Team Abu Dhabi by picking up
the wickets of Paul Stirling and Liam
Livingstone in the very next over.
Team Abu Dhabi quickly regained control
of the match when Chris Gayle struck a six
and a four off Curtis Campher's bowling in the
third over. Thereafter, Salt and Gayle put on
an explosive stand of 71 runs and put Team
Abu Dhabi in the driver's seat. Salt smashed
four boundaries and seven sixes in his
innings, while Gayle hammered two bound-

Brief scores :
aries and two sixes in his innings of 30 runs
from 16 balls. Curtis Campher dismissed
Philip Salt in the seventh over, but Colin
Ingram wrapped up the chase with a six and
four in the same over.

Earlier, Mohammad Shahzad's blistering
innings of 53 runs from 30 balls helped The
Chennai Braves reach an imposing total in
their 10 overs. The opening batter didn't find
much support from the other end, but he

The Chennai Braves 107/6 (Mohammad
Shahzad 53, Ravi Bopara 15*, Liam
Livingstone 3/17) lost to Team Abu Dhabi
113/3 (Philip Salt 63, Chris Gayle 30*, Mark
Deyal 2/16).

1st Test: Bangladesh 39/4 at stumps,
lead Pakistan by 89 runs on Day 3

Paramjeet Kumar becomes first
Indian para-powerlifter to bag
medal at Worlds
Team Absolute|Tbilisi

P

Chattogram | Agencies

angladesh were 39/4, leading
Pakistan by 89 runs at the end of
Day 3 of the first Test of the twomatch series here on Sunday.
Pakistan were on top at stumps on
Day 2. However, Taijul Islam ran
through the visitors' batting lineup on
Sunday -- his seven wicket-haul gave
Bangladesh a crucial first-innings lead
before Shaheen Afridi and Hasan Ali
wrestled back control for Pakistan.
Resuming at 145 for no loss on Day 3
with Abid Ali batting on 93 and
Abdullah Shafique on 52, Pakistan had a
terrible start as Taijul Islam trapped
Abdullah Shafique and Azhar Ali in front
of the stumps off consecutive deliveries
in the very first over.
Abid Ali soon got to his century, his
fourth in Test cricket, but he kept losing
partners at the other end. Mehidy Hasan

B

Miraz went through Babar Azam's
defence and rattled the off-stump while
Islam dismissed Fawad Alam for 8.
Pakistan went in for lunch at 203/4,
adding only 58 runs to their overnight
score while losing four wickets.
Bangladesh struck immediately after the
break, with Ebadat Hossain trapping
Mohammad Rizwan plumb in front of
the stumps.
Abid Ali soon followed him back to
the pavilion. Hasan Ali showed some
intent and took Taijul on for a six and a
four off consecutive balls. But it was the
left-arm spinner who had the last laugh
as he got Ali out stumped to complete
his ninth Test five-wicket haul.
Sajid Khan and Nauman Ali's stay at
the crease was cut short by Hossain and
Taijul respectively. Still, 73 runs behind
Bangladesh's first innings score at that
point, Pakistan's last-wicket pair of
Shaheen Shah Afridi and Faheem Ashraf

added a crucial 29 runs to reduce the
lead to 44. Taijul scalped the final wicket, with Ashraf departing after a vital
knock of 38.
After conceding a first innings lead,
Pakistan responded brilliantly with the
pacers tearing through Bangladesh's top
four. Afridi broke through for Pakistan,
dismissing Shadman Islam leg before
the wicket. Two balls later, Najmul
Hossain Shanto had to walk back to the
hut without troubling the scorers, edging
the ball to Abdullah Shafique in slips.
Hasan Ali got skipper Mominul
Haque for naught the very next over,
with Azhar Ali taking a good diving
catch at mid-wicket. The Tigers lost Saif
Hassan right after the drinks break to a
ripper of a short ball from Afridi.
Yasir Ali and Mushfiqur Rahim survived the remaining nine overs of the
day as Bangladesh went to stumps on
39/4 with their lead at 89 runs.

aramjeet Kumar
became the first Indian
para-powerlifter to
clinch a medal in the World
Para Powerlifting
Championships in Tbilisi,
Georgia on Sunday.
Paramjeet, competing in
the 49kg category, lifted 158
kg to grab the Bronze medal
while Omar Shami Qarada of
Egypt won the gold medal
after lifting 174kg. Viatnam's
Van Cong Le won the silver
medal with a total of 170kg.
"History created for India
in Para @Powerlifting by
Paramjit Kumar of Punjab as
he wins #bronze at the ongoing World Para Powerlifting
Championship in Tbilisi,
Georgia. Paramjit's 158KG Lift
has created history! Cheer for
@ParalympicIndia team as
the championship continues!" President of the
Paralympic Committee of
India, Deepa Malik tweeted.
"Parmjeet Kumar wins 1st
medal (BRONZE) in the

men's up to 49kg category at
the ongoing World ParaPowerlifting C'ships 2021
Parmjeet's medal-winning lift
was 158kg He is a
#KheloIndia Athlete training
at @SAI_Gandhinagar Many
congratulations," SAI Media
tweeted. Parmjeet has earlier
won a bronze medal in the
49kg category at the 2018
Asian Para Games in
Indonesia. He is a resident of
Haripur Khalsa village, 22 km
from Ludhiana, Punjab.A tenmember Indian Para-powerlifting squad including,
Manreet Singh (41 kg,
Punjab), Sakina Khatun (45
kg Karnataka), Raj Kumari (55
kg, Delhi), Geeta (67kg,
Haryana), and Bhawana
Sharma (86 kg, Rajasthan) are
competing in'the women's
category while Parmjit Kumar
(49 kg, Punjab), Ashok (65 kg,
Haryana), Jai Deep (73 kg,
Haryana), Sudhir (88 kg,
Haryana,) and Sachin
Chaudhary (107 kg Uttar
Pradesh) are participat'ng in
men's category.
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KARTIK AARYAN UPS THE
COOL QUOTIENT WITH
HIS WHACKY SHIRT
Team Absolute|Mumbai

F

resh from the success of his action thriller
'Dhamaka', Kartik Aaryan seems to be taking
some time off from his busy schedule as he
recently shared a video of him in an uber cool
shirt that will turn heads of the fashion police.
The actor
took to his
social media
and posted a
video of him
in a printed
and whack
shirt. He captioned the
video, "Go
Wild for a
While."
Kartik
rounded up
his look with
a light beard
and messy
hair as he smirked off while showcasing his colorful,
vibrant and whacky vibe.
On the work front, Kartik has a slew of projects on his
plate with Rohit Dhawan's 'Shehzada' being his focal
point. The actor is working on the sets which has been put
under tight security to avoid any unplanned reveal from
the sets before time.In addition, the actor has a long list of
projects lined up which includes titles like 'Captain India',
'Freddy', 'Bhool Bhulaiyaa 2', 'Shehzada' and Sajid
Nadiadwala's untitled next.

Madhuri Dixit : Wonderful
time for women to be in films
Manoj
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ment to the world."
Pointing out that making a
film was not easy, the actress
said, "It takes months, if not
years, to offer a story to
the audience. I would like
to appreciate every filmmaker, artiste and technician for their perseverance and for the courage
to hold on to their
dreams, for giving us a
chance to fall in love with
their stories."Even during the
course of her speech, the actress
took time to specifically call out the
contribution of women and their voices, which she said, "have become so
integral to the growth of not just our
industry and also our nation."
Pointing out that IFFI, this year, had
began its journey, by recognising one
of the most iconic female actors of the
country, Hema Malini, with the Indian
film personality of the year award, the
actress said IFFI, in the last few days,
had showcased several movies led by
women, both behind and in front of
the camera.
"I applaud them for their conviction,
commitment and for being an inspiration to the younger generation of
female creators, writers, actors as they
work towards making their mark in this
industry," she said.

Team Absolute|Panaji

P

ointing out that with more
women entering various departments of the film industry, films
were getting better for women,
actress Madhuri Dixit on Sunday said
that this was a wonderful time for
women to be in films.Participating in
the closing ceremony of the 52nd edition of the International Film Festival
of India here, where she was honoured, Madhuri, while responding to
a question on what had changed in
the world of cinema, said, "There are
lots of changes but the one big
change is when I used to go for shooting earlier, the women on the sets
would either be actors or hair
dressers. Today, when I go to sets,
women are in every department - be
it as assistant directors, directors,
camerawoman or writers.
"Looking at them, it feels good to
know that we are progressing. The
films too are becoming better for
women. I think this is a wonderful
time for women to be in films. That is
the biggest change," she said.
Earlier, delivering a speech at the
event, the actress said, "It is heartening to note that IFFI provides a global
platform to Indian content creators,
technicians, allowing them to showcase the prowess of Indian entertain-

A

yushmann Khurrana's
upcoming film
'Chandigarh Kare
Aashiqui' has a unique ring to
it. The interesting title was suggested by none other than the
actor himself, says director
Abhishek Kapoor.
In a video shared by the
label T-Series on YouTube on
Sunday, a montage of behind
the scenes have been shared.
The video features Abhishek,
Ayushmann, Vaani and other
cast and crew members talking

about the upcoming film.
In one segment, Abhishek is
heard saying: "Ayushmann
suggested this title for the film."
After which, Ayushmann is
seen explaining as to why he
chose such a title.
"Chandigarh was not
explored that much and I
could just give that authentic
flavour because I have been
born and brought up in
Chandigarh," he said.
The video then jumps to a
shoot taking place in a popular
coffee shop and the actor reminisced about how he used to

Team Absolute|Panaji

come
with his father there and have
the beverage, which back then
only cost Rs 10.
Ayushmann said: "Shooting
in my hometown Chandigarh
for the first time feels really
surreal. The coffee house we
are sitting in in Sector 17… I
used to come with my papa.
The coffee here used to be for
Rs 10 and today it is for Rs 35…
Kitna badal gaya insaan."

Ayushmann
will be seen playing a crossfunctional athlete in the film
directed by Abhishek.
'Chandigarh Kare Aashiqui'
has been directed by Abhishek
Kapoor, who is known for films
like 'Rock On!', 'Kai Po Che!',
'Fitoor' and 'Kedarnath'.
Produced by T-Series in collaboration with Guy In The Sky
Pictures, the film is slated to hit
cinemas on December 10.

nderlining the fact that
India's diversity was really
amazing, renowned lyricist
and creative writer Prasoon Joshi
on Sunday pointed out that if
there was no platform for all segments to tell their stories, India's
rich diversity would not show in
her cinema.
Speaking after being honoured
with the 'Film Personality of the
Year' award at the closing ceremony of the 52nd edition of the
International Film Festival of
India, the eminent lyricist and
creative writer appreciated IFFI
for attempting to provide such a
platform through the 75 Creative
Minds initiative.
He said, "IFFI has been more
than an awards show, it has been
a festival. I think what these 75
Creative Minds can do for the
country is what really gives me
hope."

Stating that he hailed from a
small town in Uttarakhand, the
renowned writer said, "I know
how difficult it is for someone
coming from a small town to get
exposure to cinema."
Pointing out that while films
could appear like magic, filmmaking should not, the writer
said that what this initiative tried
to do was give exposure.
"It's a process," Joshi said and

'A

trangi Re' starring Akshay Kumar,
Sara Ali Khan and Dhanush
served a wholesome treat to the
audience with its perfectly cut trailer,
which boasts of all elements that a potboiler requires.The makers are all set to

release the first song from
the film titled 'Chaka Chak' in the voice
of Shreya Ghoshal.The film's lead Sara
Ali Khan took to her Instagram to share a
sneak peek of the song through a special
poster. She wrote in the caption, "Bihar ki
chori Atrangi love story Alag hai relation
Jhatak hai iska fashion. But is shaadi ke
occasion Par karenge full on celebration
#ChakaChaka, out tomorrow (sic)."The

poster features Sara in fluorescent saree
against the backdrop of wedding celebrations. The song has been composed
by A.R. Rahman, and has been crooned
by Shreya Ghoshal with lyrics penned by
Irshad Kamil.
The film marks Rahman's second collaboration with Aanand L. Rai post
'Raanjhanaa'. The album consists of a
fusion of folk and classical songs.
Produced by T-Series, Cape Of Good
Films and Colour Yellow Productions,
'Atrangi Re' is directed by Aanand L. Rai
and written by Himanshu Sharma, and is
all set to stream on Disney+ Hotstar from
December 24.

Salman urges fans not to waste milk on
posters, asks for it to be given to poor kids
Team Absolute|Mumbai

B

ollywood star Salman Khan on Sunday shared another
video of fans showering the poster of his film 'Antim:
The Final Truth' with milk and the actor has now
urged them to not waste milk and to give it to poor children
instead.On Sunday afternoon, the 'Dabangg' star shared a
video clip, where his fans are seen showering milk on an
'Antim: The Final Truth' poster featuring Salman in a Sikh
avtar.Upset with the wastage of milk, the star appealed to his
fans.He wrote: "Kai logon ko paani naseeb nahiin hota aur
aap aise doodh waste karr rahe ho. (Some people don't even
get water and you are wasting milk.)"
He added: "Agar aapko doodh dena hi hai toh my request
to all my fans is ki Aap gareeb bacchon ko pilayein jinhe
doodh peene ko nahiin milta. (If you want to use milk, I
request all my fans to give it poor children who cannot
afford it)."Earlier, the actor had raised concerns after a video

showed firecrackers being used in a packed cinema hall
during the screening of 'Antim: The Final Truth'.Directed by
Mahesh Manjrekar, 'Antim: The Final Truth' also stars
Salman's brother-in-law and actor Aayush Sharma.

pointed out that the chance we
attach to filmmaking should
reduce. "That is because we have
so many brilliant minds waiting
and raring to go in this country
who want to make great films," he
said.
Stating that he was very hopeful about the future of Indian cinema, Joshi said, "The diversity we
have in this country is really
amazing. But if we do not get a
platform for the diversity, that
diversity is not going to reflect in
our cinema. It is only going to
reflect if all these people whom
we saw coming from various parts
of the country start telling their
stories."
Earlier, Union Information and
Broadcasting Minister Anurag
Thakur, Goa Chief Minister
Pramod Sawant and actress
Madhuri Dixit presented the 'Film
Personality of the Year' award to
the renowned lyricist and creative
writer.
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SARA ALI KHAN SHARES
GLIMPSE OF FIRST SONG
FROM 'ATRANGI RE'
Team Absolute|Mumbai

S

tating that he believed that IFFI was a great vehicle to
encourage India's next generation of filmmakers, actor
Manoj Bajpayee on Sunday said that he believed the
country, with its huge population, could be a great force in
entertainment. Speaking at the closing ceremony of the 52nd
edition of the International Film Festival of India here,
Bajpayee said, "I personally believe that the IFFI, organised by
the government of India is a great vehicle to instigate and
encourage new filmmakers and the coming generation of filmmakers. A country of such a huge population can actually be a
great force in entertainment in the coming years in the world
and this platform (referring to IFFI) is going to be the major
force behind them." Earlier, the actor was honoured on the
occasion by Goa Chief Minister Pramod Sawant, Union
Minister of Information and Broadcasting Anurag Thakur and
lyricist and CBFC chairperson Prasoon Joshi.

PRASOON JOSHI HONOURED WITH 'FILM
PERSONALITY OF THE YEAR' AWARD AT 52ND IFFI
U

Ayushmann suggested title
for 'Chandigarh Kare
Aashiqui', says director
Team Absolute|Mumbai

Team Absolute|Panaji

DHANUSH WINS BEST
ACTOR FOR 'ASURAN'
AT BRICS FILM FESTIVAL
Team Absolute|Panaji

A

ctor Dhanush's stellar performance in director
Vetrimaran's Tamil film 'Asuran' fetched him the Best
Actor Award at the BRICS Film Festival, which was
held alongside the 52nd edition of the International Film
Festival of India (IFFI) that came to a close here on Sunday.
Interesingly, Dhanush had won a National Award for the
same film earlier this year.
While Dhanush was adjudged the best actor, Lara
Boldorini was awarded the Best Actor (female) at the festival for her performance in the Brazilian film 'On Wheels'.
The Best Film Award was shared by two films - South
African film 'Barakat' and the Russian film 'The Sun Above
Me Never Sets'. While 'Barakat' has been directed by Amy
Jephta, the Russian film has been directed by Lyubov
Borisova.
Chinese Director Yan Han was awarded the Special
Mention Award for his film 'A Little Red Flower' at the festival.
This is the first time that the BRICS Film Festival has
been conducted alongside the IFFI. The BRICS festival had
films from Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa participating in it.

Himanshi Khurana
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